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CWU sports

Central's men's basketball
coach, Dean Nicholson, and its
national
championship
swimmers were recently honored
with resolutions passed by the
Washington State Senate and
House.

includes 496 victories, a record
19 national championship
tournament appearances, and 29
wins as a coach and two as a
player
at
the
national
tournament.

Senate Resolution 86-167
House
floor
resolution honored Central's swimming
1986-167 honored Nicholson for teams with special recognition to
his record in 22 seasons, which seniors Stan Vela and Roger Senn

Olympia

and junior Peter Braden, as well
as head coach Bob Gregson and
assistant Lori Clark.
Th'e ~wim teams won both the
NAIA men's and women's
national titles and captured 13
individual titles. Vela received
special recognition in the
resolution for being named NAIA
Swimmer of the Year for the
second season in ·a row.
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Local radioactivity abov.e average
By MARK MCLEAN .
Staff Writer

Eastern Washington, including
Ellensburg, has 1O times more
radioactivity in the soil than the
world average, according to
Greenpeace's Hanford project
coordinator, Tom Buchanan, in a
speech in the SUB pit April 15.
The radioactivity comes from
nuclear waste and weapons
processing at the Hanford
Nuclear Reservation near
Richland.
According
to
Buchanan, radioactivity from the
plutonium-uranium extraction
process (dubbed PUREX) escapes
- through smokestacks and is
carried downwind, usually to the
east, but 10 to 15 percent of the
time toward Ellensburg.
In an article by Buchanan, six
pounds of plutonium are reported
to be missing fror:p the Hanford
PUREX facility. He expresses

Plutonium powder
may have been accidentally released through
the smokestacks

into

the atmosphere.

concern that plutonium powder
may have been accidentally
released · through
the
smokestacks
into
the
atmosphere.
Buchanan said th.a t there is
more plutonium contamination
on the Hanford grounds than
there was at Nagasaki one week
after the atomic bomb was

dropped there. He called Hanford
a "national sacrifice area," but
said the area could be cleaned up
if the facilities were shut down
now.
The Greenpeace speaker called

for a shut-down of the PUREX
facilities at Hanford and for an
end to nuclear arms production.
He said the United States should
stop nuclear arms testing and
credited Gree1:1.peace with the

delay of the nuclear test
scheduled for April 8. He said
Greenpeace
members
trespassing on the test facilities
were within two miles of the
explosion center when the test
was delayed to arrest them. He
predicted the group would be
even more active at such events
in the future.
The Greenpeace speech also
touched base on waste disposal
and claimed the barrels were not
safe and were improperly tested.
The containers were found to
leak after being exposed to fire
and when pressurized to the
usual 300 pounds per square
inch, could even explode,
spreading nuclear debris into the
environment.
Of even greater concern to
Greenpeace is the possibility of
nuclear waste ship~ents from
Taiwan to the U.S. through Puget .
Sound ports. A Greenpeace paper
states, ''The U.S. government
maintaip.s . a policy of accepting
highly ·enriched uranium waste
fuel to reduce the risk of a foreign
country manufacturing nuclear
weapons from ·their irradiated
waste." Greenpeace contends
that the shipments are low
enriched uranium and not in
accordance with U.S. policy. It
also expressed concern over a
possible accident in the Puget
Sound.
Greenpeace plans to have a
flotilla down the Columbia River
in late June to protest the
H~nford plant operations.
Buchanan said, "We want to
emphasize that the river should
be for fish and people and not
radioactivity.''
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EDITORIAL AND OPINION

Lots of bad stuff going on today
Salvador or Nicaragua.
I watch the news and see terrible things, and when I become
bored with them I change the channel.
·
Most people I know seem to act the same way. If not, wouldn't
pizza parlors' business plummet as we sacrificed that extra
fiver in the current wave of ,pity for the hunger-stricken?
Wouldn't Hollywood concentrate on exposing and bemoaning
the terrors of our time. rather than pandering to the audience's
obvious preference of mindless action or fluffy comedy?
1 won't point my finger at anyone else, but I find myself
accustom to being warm, to having food in front of me, to not .
having armed soldiers on my street. This comfort lulls me to
sleep and comes between my conscience and the rest of the
world. My lifestyle is my easy chair, and I've sat for too long by
the fire with my feet up.
It hurts to corifess these things, .and I wonder how people .will ,
think of me after they see that I freely admit what I've written.
The pain I feel helps jolt me from my cushion, and I feel d bit
mo-re alive. I hope now that I'm stan~ing I will tpalk outsiqe and .
act, and do something.
I think many people will recognfz# my conjessions, and I hope
· some will feel that pain of cqnfessit;m.anq
stand, also.
.

By JIM MASSEY
Editor

Apartheid is bad. Hunger is bad, too. People getting shot in
Central America is bad.
Crime is bad. The plight of the homeless is bad. Terrorism is
also bad.
I'm sorry these things happen, and I wish there were more J
could do to help. The sad fact is, I and most people I know are
too comfortable to get up out of their easy chairs and work for
.these things.
I'm not going to preach, because I have no right. I am,
however, going to try to figure out why so many of us mourn the
horrors of life, and so few of us do nothing but watch.
The worst part ·of this is that to find out why I don't act, I have
to admit that I am, when you wrtte it out, what seems to be a
horrible person.
I would rather spend five dollars on a pizza than drop the
money in an envelope and ship it off to Ethiopia. This must be
true, because my full stomach makes me sleep better, not stay
aw.a ke, f~ll of guilt and dre0:d~
.
I would rather watch a good movie than participate in a _ .
protest against something that I truly believe is wrong, like
a.partheid or ·u~~. :t n'te..rventto11:.. .
, . .
.
j
'
'
. .Jspe'Jd
mbre
'about my grades .and
".. <T}je .above
written four monf;hS ago . . Sadly,_· l Still
· mg _car~~er ~hartces 'th.~.I. d~ wqn-ytng · ~t· the problems tn El .. ':_ . to $pend mone!J on pt~za, ~ot.fami'ne ·relt~f. · ~ _ ;
;- ; . '<

wm

co~ntless

h~tks:worrylng

~ .~

."

., . ..

c;ho~~~- , ....... -;..
~ /~:1

was·

,-:-- .. '_

•·..

..:.·

. - ~ibYan.:strl~e~wiU fusi.Cte8te·. more:probl·0.ff1·~.~ -.

. . ... .
~-sttpp-ort our actions wben it islhe ;" blue . answer · -to erradicating .itse)fl Certainly, Americ,a:rr..Jnide ~..,:~
.our 'leaders' · ll,•~:t:~Jlu~~~ ~ho will~bave tc):s\tffet. .• : t~or:ism (at le~st :asane answ~r~,"r- )~ ~ti'."all ti~e • _-y .et -w-~~t ·ts·-~-~-.~;
. . 4~~-e"I}strated ·. th~ir :.sb1'.t.g._ttn' ":the ~nsequences:of such actltins:/ .yet :···1- am · .c otiv.f nced fighting
important? .Pride 1-0r.:peace, . -~: :.
mentality. In ·a gentiJ;n~ fore~,gn.· ;' Obyiously. no .n ation waat.~ · ~ - t.erroris~ ~ith ' te.r rorism is 'no~ :"muscle or magnanimity...:Pratn.or·t".,
policy "coup,"' we have:: H~ . ~ufferfrom terrorist 'a:cts, i)uf to'_ gotngtosolv~this,graveprobleui, ' ·brawn? You decid~, ·of ~ourse,.~~
, , virtm,llly al,ienated:Oursel\res;froll:l ' support an ~ctio.n that
clearly::-. but only make-. it ~~rse. With aur 'set.ask yourself thls: who wins )it~'
r· ·our atUes in Westeni ~_Jirope,' .{ 2)_ , enoot1"age more acts .of ten:orfsnif-~:'-i1r
strike, .we - ~em, , to have ·,· ~the end?•
,·- i,.
..:·
7
damaged our ,credibility , in.. ~~e . ;:ispre,post-erous, l<> say the.least..- - fuflicted a l<?t more.damage-lilPOll :;_'_,·
.
.eye·s of· the · ever-so-~mpoha;i · 'This raises the .question ·of -how our friends and foes than"to Llbya
.~
T.hird World nation~.)3} all :but · to respond
'the next
·
..
·

.. ..
~·

To the editor:
O.pce ' ";'a gatn

at .

'more'

will

4

-~fa

vanquished the prospects
superpower summit and (4) given
the terro.rist groups TRUE
·incentive to go after more
Americans stationed, working
and travelling in and around the
European theatre. And I stress
the final point, for above all else,
this is the main reason why the
European governments were so
opposed to a military strike: they
know where the terrorists wi1l
strike back - in Europe!
Naturally,
erradicating
terrorism is a paramount goal of
all free nations, yet the long term
ramifications of a military strike
as a combatant to terrorism are
certainly anything but peaceful.
How can we, the United States,
expect our European friends · to
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for brevity.
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Rome/Vienna massacre or_ :La
Belle bombing. How ARE we to
respond? It would seem that
another American attack would
be imminent since that is what
our lea< '-Shave indicated. Thus,
we sink into the precedent set
forth by the Israelis! STRIKE
BACK AT TERRORISM.
However, the problem with
retaliation is that it has not
proven to be an effective form of
deterence. The Israelis are in a
virtual perpetual motion machine
fueled by attack/counter-attack
at the expense, more often than
not, of innocent civilians. Now
that we have opened that
Pandora's Box our nation seems
destined t-o follow that suit.
I am not sure anyone has a true
Editor
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Rate in.crease·"s·tr.rit·a
· te student'
To the editor:
I don't find many occasions·
where I must sit down at my
Apple and spill my ·guts.
However, The Observer issue of
4/18 caused me great distress.
Central's administration, in.all
its wisdom, has found it
necessary to impose economic
sanctions on those · brave
students living in Central's
dorms. I can understand a rate
increase, but making us pay to
wash our clothes? I think the
administration is going to find
that the free use of washing
machines was one of the few
incentives to .stay in the dorm.
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Administration, say unto you,
repent!
It appears that Libya's
Khadaffy has had influence on
Central's almighty. Go ahead
and laugh, but I have solid
evidence
that
Central 's
administrative staff has been
engaging in terrorist activities.
For example, in the dining hall
recently I was forced. by a hired
~un from Central, to use a paper
tray.
The tray was boobytrapped. Imagine my surprise
when the tray broke in half,
Please see Letters page 24
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Archives may move to campus
By DOUG WILLIAMS
Staff Writer

Central history majors, and all
other students required to write a
term paper loaded with local
history, may have it better than
they think. After all, not every
regional college has a set of
historical documents containing
almost every kind of regional
public record at its disposal. And,
if things go Tim Eckert's way,
those documents will become
even more accessible than now.
Eckert, who received his
master's degree in history frorri
Central in 1975 and his archivist
certification from Western
Washington University in 1977
has been working as the central
Washington regional archivist
since the 1981-82 school year.
The regional archives program is
a division of the Secretary of
State's office and operates locally
out of the old hospital building on
the comer of Third and Poplar.
Central owns the building and is
leasing it out.
Now there is talk of building a
new regional archives center on
campus, probably near the
library. Eckert said he's found
little opposition to the plan.
''The idea of placing a new
archive building on campus has
been very well received by
everyone,
he said. '·A

Olmstead collection, some of the oldest
ARCHIVES - Regional archivist Tim Eckert
records in the archives.
displays one of the documents from the
committee to study the (1987-88) for acquisition of complete.
possibility was set up by funds."
"They were very recordPresident Garrity and was
Eckert said several different conscious people. Actually. the
chaired by Professor Glauert entities have offered their early courts · kept more records
(History Professor Earl Glauert thoughts on the proposal.
than they· do today. They had
who is also the university's
•''f.he
committee
has more time to do that sort of
archivist}. On April 11, President recommended lots of features in thing."
Garrity told the board of trustees the proposed building to help
One type of document - arrest.
that he liked the idea, so now make the system work better,'' records - revealed an interesting
we'll wait for the next biennium he said. "The History department fact.
has helped us immensely."
''During Prohibition we found
The set of documents covers most of the people being arrested
the eight-county region of central for selling liquor were women,"
Washington from the Canadian he said. "Their husbands were
border down to the Columbia the ones making it out back, but
River.
they were being arrested for
"We located our regional selling it.''
archive in Ellensburg because it's
Making a document a
in the middle of the region we're permanent part of the archive
serving and because we're near isn't exactly cheap. Eckert said
Central," ·Ecltert said. "We knew the price of "capsulating" a
students doing research would document can vary greatly.
benefit greatly from having the
"If it's just a normal document
archives here.''
it will cost about $3 to $4 a page,''
Eckert said the building the he said. "If it's a large map and
archives are stored in now has it's in bad condition, it'll cost
been renovated somewhat, but it more like $30 or more to
is quickly reaching its capacity to capsulate it. The de-acidification
store documents. Cardboard solution is expensive stuff, too.
boxes packed · with records line Also, . it's a time consuming
either side of the main hall.
process, so man hours add up in a
''What will hopefully happen is hurry."
our core collection will reach a
As the regional archivist,
certain point and it will stabilize. Eckert's tasks are many.
As our core collection gets older it
"I really wear two hats here. I
gets more valuable," he said. collect the records and manage
''We can alter our core collection them, and I help others set up
policie~ to fit the needs of
systems that help them
Central' s faculty.''
determine what to send us and
what
not to."
"We're collecting records from
Eckert also helps students who
any public agency," he said.
need
to do research find the
"We've got civil cases, divorce
appropriate
documents.
records, probate cases, county
"You
just
don't come in here
commissioner records, land
titles, mineral rights and court and browse. We have about 4,300
records that date back to the cubic ft. of records in this
building. Every cubic ft. of
early 1870 s."
TOO FULL - Official records line the main hall of the state's
regional archives center in the old hospital building.
Eckert said records from the Please see Archive page 7
earlier settlers are quite
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Central students are Pro~choice
Pro-choice Reverend Beatrice _ rights, among which is t.h e right
Blair,
an Episcopalian minister in to life . . Nowhere in the
Contributing Writer
Everyone has an opinion about New York City. said she feels tha.t constitution have we given
it. Americans have marched, making abortion illegal will force anyone the legal right to kill
protested, _wept; pleaded and the morality of one group upon another human being. Abortion,
however, tries to give a woman
bombed clinics as they sought for an entire nation.
the
legalright to kill an innocent
"I oppose making abortion
an answer. Yet there are no easy
answers, only difficult questions. illegal because it would force one baby."
· '' I see no difference between
It has been thirteen years since religious viewpoint on everyone,''
enslaving
· blacks, Hitler killing
said.
Blair.
"This
country
was
the United States Supreme Court
the
Jews
and women aborting
voted to make abortion legal. but founded on the right of religious
the pro-choice/pro-life issue still freedom, and making abortion their babies. They are all
illegal would violate our violations of human .rights. One
rages on.
constitutional
rights, not to discrtminates against color' one
On April 16, 1986, the abortion
against race, and one against the
mention
our
God-given
rights.
issue came to Central via live
sat telite debate between pro- Every woman has the God-given place of residency.'' Wilke said.
-Pro-choice Faye Wattleton, the
right to make a personal decision
choice and pro-life advocates.
first
woman president of Planned
concerning
an
abortion.''
"No other domestic issue in the
Parenthood,
·disagrees with
Pro-lifer
Dr.
John
Wilke,
last few decades has so stirred the
Wilke.
however,
said
he
felt
the
abortion
public into taking sides,'' said the
"The enslavery of blacks and
dabate moderator Bill Small, issue was not a religious matter;
the
Jewish holocaust dealt with
but
a
civil
rights
matter.
former President of United Press.
people
who had been born and
"This
is
not
a
matter
ofreligion,
International. "The country has
living
among
us," said Wattleton.
it
is
a
matter
of
the
rights
of
two
been · born barded
with
''Those
people
are guaranteed
information as people try to victims, a woman and her
certain legal rights under the
persuade others to join their side unborn child," said Wilke. "The
constitut.
ic;m. A fetus is not
constitution
guarantees
certain
of the issue."
considered a human being until it
is born.''.
According to Wilke, it is
possible to scientifically prove
Szechwan and
that a fetus is human before it is
Cantonese Cuisine
born.
"From a scientific viewpoint,
LUNCH SPECIALS
the fetus is a single cell com posed
($2.99/$3.29)
of 46 human chromosomes,''
DINNER SP.ECIALS
Wilke said. '·All that single cell
needs to gr<:>w is nutrients. At one
Orders to Go ·
By JEAN EDGE

1ea. qa.':.dett '1Resta.u'La.u.t . Ill

COME CHECK US OUT

.n:r

time, we were. all single cells. The
only difference is that , we grew
up.''
. According to .. Wattleton,
making abortion illegal would not
lead to the , end of abortions, it
would simply lead to illegal
abortions.
"Before abortions became
legal, ·women used to die by the
dozens as ·a result of the illegal,
back-alley abortions that were
performed," Wattleton said.
"The ones who didn't die were
often maimed or sterile for life."
"No _one who has not faced the
desperation- of ,_ an unwanted
pregnancy can know what it is
like," Wattleton said. "I have
seen women who are trapped
with an unwanted pregnancy so
desperate that they have tried
knitting needles or douches of
bleach and lye in order to rid
themselves of that p.r egnancy. ''
. "Dr. Wilke speaks of the right
of the· unborn fetus, but what
about the right of the woman?,"
asked Wattleton. "Why shotdd
the law try to force a woman to
interrupt and possibly endanger.
her life for an unborn fetus? If
abortion becomes illegal, it will
be back to those back-alleys and
self-induced abortions, and back
to hundreds of women dying.''
Please see Abortion page 6

Swimsuit fabric

The

·and patterns

nut

Buster

Parfait

for the
.whole family

99~Sale
Try a tall. cool and creamy Peanut
Buster ~rfait. Layer on layer of fresh
peanuts. rich fudge and delicious
Dairy Queen. Were proud to put our
Peanut Buster Pdrfait on sale for only
994:. Right now! At your participating
Dairy Queen store!

The Golden Needle
314 N Pine

962-4366

--MANE ATTRACTION-WHY TRY ANY PLACE ELSE?

Student Days Monday and Tuesday
$3.00 off men's and women's haircuts

SALE ENDS APRIL 27

FULL LINE OF SEBASTIAN PRODUCTS
Lisa
Kathy
110 l E l 0th

®
West Interchange

925-5442

925-5542

Sharrna
Tracy

421 N. Pearl
1 block off Main on 5th
Evening Appts. Available

925~3159
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Enrichment halls help to provide options
program, explains the general
ideas about the program and how
they hope it will carry through
the year the upbeat atmosphere
of Preview Week, and improve
retention in the residence hall
system, which now stands at an
average of 6 quarters per student.
The program is aimed at
''making students more socially
and academically successful as
college students", said Tom
Shjervan, manager of AlfordMontgomery hall ·
Shjervan was selected to
manage the first hall to institute

By LYNEL SCHACK
Staff Writer

An innovative new program is
about to be introduced into
Central' s residence hall system.
The present system, which
dates back to the earliest days of
the Washington State Normal
School, in the 1890's, will be
introducing one of the most
innovative programs in the
country-The Student Enrichment
Program in Residence.
A report published by the
committee introducing the

the program next year. "We will
be paying attention to details as
we work out the glitches in this
pilot program, it's exciting to be a
part of it."
A structure of academic and
activity planning will be
integrated into the hall.
Academic programming will
include three main componenets:
Academic Advising, Academic
Skills, and Tutoring.
The main goal of the academic
programming will be to pr~.wide a
structure of academic resources
that will facilitate students with

SUMMER SESSION
D Pre-registration is NOW going on.

academic and social success.
Students will be required to
take five mandatory core classes
and recommended electives that
will be in step with bi weekly in
hall tutorial sessions proyided by
faculty, tutors, and peers.
.. A lot of people on this campus
are worried about recruiting, I'm
concerned about the retention by
providing the academic support
to make , students more
successful." said Rosie Clayton.
acting director of the Equal
Oppurtunties Program.
To improve residence hall
retention the other main area of
focus will be on enriched
activities programming.
The purpose of the program
will be to increase the support of
the academic programs while
providing a wide range of
activities that are social, cultural
Please see Enrich page 7

D All courses are on a first-come

Don't
run
1: Jog

first-serve basis.

D Pre registration ends May 2nd.
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Now you can have two of the most recognized and
accepted credit cards In the \mrld ...Vlsa® and MasterCard®
credit cards.. .''in your name ... EVEN IF YOU ARE NEW IN
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VISA® and MasterCard® the credit cards you
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Comp.uters help catch murderers
By LIONEL G. CAMPOS
Staff Writer

There are bodies; there is a
killer ... who is it?
Dr. John Nordby, assistant
professor of philosophy at Pacific
Lutheran University, told those
who had gathered to hear him at
the Mary Grupe Center on April
16, how modern computers are
helping investigative teams
capture serial murderers, such as
The Green River Killer.
Sponsored by Central's College
of Arts, Letters, and Sciences,

Nordby stressed the importance
of not only using computers as a
storage place for information, but
also in two other helpful areas.
Computers can be used in
sketching scenes of a crime and
for photo enhancement.
Using the computer to create
three-dimensional models of
crime areas is helpful in
analyzing the scene of the crime.
Constructing a model to scale on
a computer can answer questions
valuable to the investigative
team, said Nordby.

ATIENZIONEI
·'

E..rpre/Jo
')t~f/011'f£:r
NEW ESPRESSO SERVIZO
campus conversation, town talk, Internalizing or soclallzlng are fine arts whlleslpplng
our espresso offerings:
CAFFEE ESPRESSO
ESPRESSO CON PANNA

CAFFEE LATTE
CAFFE MOCHA

Take an afternoon or evening break and join
us for our new -espre.sso service. Enjoy our ·
fine TORTES, CHEESECAKES, PIES, and MOUSSE.
Now available to go
You Deserve It!

Showing slides of the John F.
Kennedy assassination, Nordby
demonstrated not only how
computers can enlarge photos,
but also how, from a foggy
picture, he was able to determine
the position of the assassin and
his movements. He reminded
listeners, however, that the
computer is just a tool. it is not
capable of making decisions.
Nordby told students and
professors how, step by step. a
detective combs the area of a
crime looking for evidence which
will be of assistance in solving the
crime. He said .modern
technology has improved the
methods by which areas are

925-6545

Continued from page 4
Pro-lifer Dr. Jean Garton, the
Chairperson of the Commission
of Women for the Lutheran
Church, said she felt the abortion
issue could be resolved with the
use of contraceptives.
"Unlike abortion, the issue of
contraceptives falls into the
realm of private morality.
Contraception is the lesser of the
two evils,'' Garton said.
According to Wattleton, the
abortion issue is a penmnal issue
that falls into the realm of private

If after thoroughly examining a
case, investigators are still
clueless as to who the criminal is,
they wait for him to _make a
mistake. But until he does ...
"If at first you don't succeed, ,
you get lots of advice,'· said
Nordby.

morality and each person needs
to decide for themselves where
they stand on the issue.
And decide they did. When a
vote was taken at the end of the
debate on the resolution to make
abortion illegal, the overall
decision tallied from all the
schools who saw the video debate
was 58 percent in favor of Pro-life
and 42 percent in favor of Prochoice. Of the 19 Central students
who attended the debate, 49
percent voted in favor of Pro-life
and 51 percent voted in favor of
Pro-choice.

P .cl.'s HAIRDESIGNERS
now under new management
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NEW CRYSTAL LIGHT GEL NAILS
odorless·
natural looking·
flexible
complete set in under 2 hours
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A problem detectives run into is
that not all information
uncovered is evidence. Some
information is there merely by
coincidence. Detectives must
then distinguish the real evidence
from the coincidental evidence.

Abortion

I

402 N. Pearl

searched. For example, . finger
prints can now be taken from
bricks and trees.
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featuring a delicious 'thin style' or ·pan· pizza

ALL-YOU-CAN-EAT- NIGHT TUESDAYS
Tuesday, 4-8 p.m. we serve It out of the
oven, piping hot PIZZA and CHEF'S CHOICE.
You eat all you want. Great savings for the
family. Adults Just $4.00<plus tax>. Kids under
12 Just S.2.5 per year.

through May 15th ..... $25. oo
HAIR DESIGNERS
508 E. 3rd

926-2550

'Tear after year, semester
I after semester,

HAPPY HOUR

Enjoy your favorite brew dally 4-6p.m~ Beer
Is $.35 a glass, Just $2.00 for a large pitcher.
we have special CROUP RATES. call us about
your party or after- the-game get -together.
Free oenverv on any $4.00 or more order.
801 Euclid way

925-1111
925-2222

Fidelity Union Life offers the most accepted,
most popular life insurance program on campuses
all over America.
Find out why.
Call the Fidelity Union Life
agent in your area:

ooncleman
925-4175
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Arc.hives

Enrich
hired to assist the staff in
programming enriched activities
allowing the staff more time with
the 165 residents.
A typical activity may involve
activities such as a trip to
Vantage to find the ideal tanning
spot. and a tanning specialist
from a local establtshment would
accompany them. and possibly a
geology professor or town
member to talk about the local
geography while enroute.
The L.G.A's selected will have
to be incredibly gpod, energetic.
and willing to try new and
exciting . ideas.' said Jim
Hollister.Direct.o r of Housing
Services.
The work and energy put forth
to make this concept a reality is
put to life by Clayton, ·we wil_l be
getting the satisfaction of
knowing that we have made a
difference, that is what it is all
about.'

Continued from page 5
and recreational.
"Through this we hope to
establish more contact with
comm unity
and
faculty
resources, allowing for students
to meet with facuHy and
community members that ar~
making a definite contribution to
the living and learning
enviroment in Ellensburg," said
Owen
Dugmore, Assoc.
Prof.counseling center,
"We also hope to break down
natural barriers between new
students by bringing them
together to discuss common
concerns, and establishing a
sense of pride and community.
said Dugmore.
In addition to the regular hall
staff consisting of a Hall Manager
and Living Group Advisors, an
activities coordinator will be

than maintaining temperature,
though," he said.

Continued from page 3

records has about i ,000
Eckert feels the advent of
documents in it," he said.
Weather conditions also play a computers is a mixed blessing.
"The greatest problem we're
key role in maintaining the
facing
is dealing with the
documents.
computer
age," he said. "We
"It's very hard to control the
need
our
records to be
climate. Luckily there's very little
humidity in this area;· he said. retrievable. We can't have our
"What you want is a temperature records on a format that's not
of about 60 degrees F~hrenheit retrievable.
for the stacks of documents.
''There's lot~ pf technology out
That's a little difficult to do in the
there,"
. he said, "bµt it's
summer here, but if I know it'll be
a hot day I'll come in early and extremely expensive ..Microfilm is
open ~l the doors., Then I'll close .Probably the best way to store
them all around 9 o'clock in the , things ·' ·r ight no~. And it will
morning and trap the cooler air probably be the final format for~.
in. Humidity is more important this archive.''
3
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VALLEY
SECRETARIAL SERVICE
*Resumes*

*Quality Photocopies•

orettu

*Placement Files•

•Audio Tape Transcription*

*Professional Word Processing*

Satisfaction Guaranteed

222 E. 4th

925-9511

MOLLY RINGWALD HARRY DEAN STANTON

*Theses•

*Letters of Application*

*Term Papers*

Liberty ·T heatre

I

925-9225

~PARAMOUNT PICTUAE ~

Fri-Sat: 7:20, 9:35
Sun: 1:20, 3:20, 5:20, 7:20
Mon-Thurs: 7:20
.

c~erue~
CARAVALI COFFEES··ESPRESSO BAR

I

~ 11fbwrw1\'1dg (!)QQ~1Qre
NEW AND USED BOOKS·· CARDS AND PRINTS

202East4th
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Never before has such a great cast of scooters given finely tuned performances for pure fun in the sun.
FREE SCOOTER MANIA WINDBREAKER* with purchase of any 1986 Honda scooter.
FREE INSTALLATION with purchase of a Hondaline TM AM/FM stereo scooter radio.
·
Get a ticket to give your emotions the ride of a lifetime.

I~
TWENTIETH CENTUAY · FOX
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0
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0

0

0

0

On all men's
work and
Boots by Nocona,

ELITE™BO

0
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0
0

JOHNSON'S HONDA
925-3146
410North Main

0
0

Fri-Sat: 7:00
Sun: 1:00, 4:00, 7:00
Mon-Thurs: 7:00

His name is
Connor
Macleod.
He is
immortal.
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G·oodall: 'Chimps play to learn'
By SHARON CHASE
Staff Writer

''As the mother tenderly
reached up for her infant...I shot
her."
The family of chimpanzees
were in the tree. As they scurried
away, one member was left
behind. A baby. The mother soon
returned to fetch the youngster
and, as she was reaching out to
the child, the hunter shot and
killed her.
Last Friday evening on the
40th floor of the Rainier Bank
building Dr. Jane Goodall related
this and other incidents as proof
that chimpanzees have the
capacity to communicate and
exhibit
traits
such
as
compassion, love and altruism.
The April 18 lecture was to benefit
the ongoing
communication
research of Prof. Roger Fouts of
Central.
The audience was drawn from
a list of supporters of the
husband-wife experimental
psychology research team of
Roger and Debbi Fouts of CWU.
The purpose of the meeting was
to call attention to the need for
outdoor facilities for the five
chimpanzees who are in the care
of the Fouts.
Dr. Goodall said, "I have the
utmost respect for the research of
Roger and Debbi Fouts, and
heartily believe that their work
with Washoe and her family will
yield tremendous benefits for
autistic children, aphasic adults
and persons of all ages with other

Colin McNair/The Observer

SHARING HER EXPERIENCES - Dr. Jane
Goodall lectured April lB in Seattle to benefit
the proposed development of a new
chimpanzee facility proposedfor the Central

campus. Goodall listed the freedom chimps
experience in the wild with the basic dignity
and respect that could be afforded those at
Central through an outdoor facility.

surroundings, she is able to play.'' One example she
monitor and
study the presented pictured a youngster
individuals who make up this playing happily with sand while
community of chimpanzees. It is mother "fished" for termites. The
not without a suggestion of pain fishing lasted approximately
in her voice that Dr. Goodall three hours while the child_piled
relates the struggles these sand on herself.
creatures go through to survive.
Children are dependent on
She narrates and, accompanied mothers for the first five years
by slides of her ''friends,'' tells · and their play is learning. They
the tales of Gombe. Members of learn by observing and imitating.
the audience are warmed and "To imitate you must be able to
often surprised by the apparent understand the relationship
way in which the chimpanzees between things, and now we
communicate.
know the chimps know . these
Goodall gave several examples things,'' Goodall explained.
Fouts' research in continuing
of exhibitions of love, joy,
depression and simple caring for communication generation to
one · another that is a part of generation is being monitored
interaction
within · the between Washoe and her son
community. She belives the Loulis. How much American Sign
bonding that begins between Language Washoe will teach her
mother and infant continues on son and how much he learns by
and extends to other members of observation and imitation remain
the community. "The simple act to be seen. Goodall said, "These
of grooming the infant calms the creatures are continually full of
baby. Later we may see the child surprises, even after 26 years of
groom the adult ... " she said, and study, every chimpanzee has a
continued, grooming also different personality. And even
though Fifi (Gombe chimp) and
reduces tension between adults.
Never was
Goodall' s Washoe have lived different lives
compassion for her subject more and experience~ and raised ·in
different environments ... they
. rn apparent than when she spoke of
§ the daily struggles they endure both deserve dignity and
~ and their expressions of respect.''
Goodall closed the lecture with
~ communication
to others.
several
anecdotes
about
~ Dr.Fouts' introduction of Dr.
chimpanzees she has studied.
~ Goodall spoke of that when he
;§said, "What Jane Goodall found One such incident involved an
orphaned female adolescent who
~out about chimpanzees has
~ enlightened the world about sought comfort from another
:s
8 communication
of female and her youngster. This
adult female died, and the foster
~ individuals ... she is the light in the
sister took charge of the
S: jungle.'.'
orphaned
baby. In another case,
Goodall emphasized that
chimps in captivity especially two brothers were orphaned, and ;.'·
GRAND DAME - Washoe, leading lady in her own story has
are ~nseparable. Often, she
need to . be kept busy
been using American Sign Language to communicate for lB .
explained, "Infants cannot
"
particularly
those
in
solitary
of h(?r 20 y ·e ars. She heads the cast offive chimpanzees who
survive
the death of the mother
confinement
we
must
give
run husband-wife team of experimental psychologists Roger
them things to do ... rocks, fruit, even though there is an adoptive
and Debbi Fouts through daily paces in communication
fl<?wers
are toys, acrobatics is relationship between siblings.''
research at Central.
profound handicaps.'' Dr.
Goodall emphasized the need for
the chimpanzees t9 have the
dignity and respect outdoor space
and proper living conditions will
provide for them.
Speaking steadily but softly,
this frail-looking Englishwoman
insisted these rights be given to
chimps who are studied in
captivity. Referring to the Fouts
chimps, she said, "They have
never had a Gombe ... but they
should have what they deserve."
Gorn be Stream Reserve in
Tanzania is Goodall' s research
facility. There, in natural

Q)
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Conference f6r parents of handicapped slated
By CHRISTINE S. TYRRELL
Scene Editor

For the ninth consecutive year,
Central 's special education
faculty and students will host a
two-day "You Are The Expert"
conference, tomorrow and
Saturday, designated for parents
of handicapped children i.n
Washington, Oregon. Idaho and
Alaska.
Celebrating the 10th
anniversary of U.S. Public Law
. 94•142·. which guarenteed the
educational rights of the
handicapped, the conference has
pre-registered nearly 100
parents, however, approximately
250 are expected to attend.
"It is basically a conference for
parents, put on by parents," said
Central Special Education Prof.
Glenn
Madsen,
campus
conference
coordinator.

- informativ~ topics affecting
families with handicapped
children, including transition out
of high school. extended school
year
services,
sibling
relationships and group homes,
to name a few.
·
''What makes it unique is that
§ it's a broad conference. We're not
jjust
entertaining .
one
&handicapping condition,'· said
E
Madsen. "We try to entertain
r/l
u
awareness - programs for an
>
13 handicapped, not just one, like
~r/l the deaf, the blind or the mentally
t retarded."
6 Opening the conference Friday
.sat 7:30 p.m. will be Washington
0
f Secretary of State Ralph Munro,
·discussing
handicapped
Prof. -Glenn Madsen
programs in this state. Seattle
Conference Coordinator
attorney Bill Dussault is featured
Beginning with three workshops on Saturday's agenda when he
Friday afternoon at 1 :30, the presents information regarding
conference offers a wide array of .w ills and guardianships during
C)

Session I, from 9:30 a.m. to 10:45
a.m. Two new workshops for
siblings of handicapped children
ages 8 to 16 are scheduled for 9:30
a.m. and 1:10 p.m. Saturday.
Canadian Lee Bussard, Human
Relations Awareness Specialist,
ls scheduled to speak during the
lunch break from 11 :45 a.m. to l
p.m. The final sessions will
consist of parent professionals,
panels
and
numerous
informational subjects.
According
to
Madsen,
volunteers are needed for
assistance in free child care.
which is being coordinated by the
CWU Student Council for
Exceptional Children. He added
that those willing to volunteer
should be prepared to take care of
handicapped children. For more
information about the conference
or volunteering for child care, call
Prof. Glenn Madsen , 963-3423.

Anthro prof gets information from the dead
By MAGGIE MURPHY
Staff Writer

Quincy she's not, but Central
anthropology professor Catherine
Sands has become involved in the
investigative science of forensic
anthropology.
For three years, Sands has been
involved in this science which
investigates skeletal remains of
unknown individuals. This
generally means working in
conjunction with the police to
solve crimes.
Homocides
in
Central
Washington are not great in
number. but last' month Sands
was consulted on the bones found

in the Yakima Valley. Police
wanted to know if the bones were
human. Sands responded
positively and said that the child
was at least five years old.
Sands continued, "And sure
enough, there was a little girl who
had disappeared from north
Seattle two years ago. She was
seven years old.•'
The scientific methods used for
identification can reveal the sex,
age, height, approximate weight
and race of a person. According to
Sands, the skull and pelvic bones
are the most important in
determining the sex of an
individual. The approximate ·

We are now accepting student applications for -

CO_NFERENCE
COPVWRITING
APPRENTICE POS~TION .
/

height of the person can be graphanalysis (handwriting) and
determined from the length of the others." Sands said the meetings
bones: By looking at the teeth and review the new methods in
the suture lines of the skull, age forensic science developed
can be derived. Sands added, ''By throughout the year. According
examining the bones very to Sands, they have . a new
carefully. one should be able to technique of X-raying the fourth
tell if someone was right-handed
Please see Forensic page 12
or left-handed."
In February, Sands attended
the 38th Annual American
Academy of Forensic Science _
confe~ence in New Odeans, La.:. ·.~-.
Regarding the conference Sands ~.
'said, "It is a joint meeting of all .
forensic sciences including · .·
forensic chemistry, · forensic ·
toxicology
(poisons)

Applications for the Conference Copywriting Apprentice
position will be accepted by.the C'onference Services _
Coordinator until 5 pm on Wednesday, April 30, 1986.
Employment applications are available at the Conference
Center, Courson Hall.
The Conference Copywriting Apprentice will work as an
assistant to the Field Representative and Services
Coordinator in such areas as: promotional material
development; working with other campus personnel and
departments in preparing copy and monitoring printed
materials; market research and development of
. promotional strategies; writing business letters; preparing
. lists of potential clients; direct mail activities; and related
tasks.
Skills needed tor this position include: experience in
business communications and promotional writing, word
processor/computer experience (a typing speed of 40
WPM is necessary), knowledge of English grammar, and
basic math skills. Appropriate majors for applicants
include Marketing Education, Retail Management, and
Public Relations. Print Journalism majors will be
considered if they have taken advertising and sales
classes.
All applicants must be enrolled for at least 12 credits
Spring Quarter 1986 and be available to work 15-19 hours
per week. During the sur'Dmer, t~e .applicants must. be
available to work full time. Preference will be given to
someone of junior status and who will be available as a
student employee Fall Quarter 1986.
During the academic year, the apprentice must be
available for a mioimum three-hour block of time per day
between 8 am and 5 pm, Monday through_t:riday.
Summer work will be 40 hours pet week. Through Spring
Quarter 1986, the hourly rate of pay will be $4. 70 per
hour. During the summer, the appropriate Civil Service
salary will be paid.

The Conference Center

AUTG'B ODY··
.-. 10VER 25 YEARS' EXPERIENCE
1

.,,

'

--·, FOREIGN.& DOMESTIC
~- • INSURANCE WORK
• EXPERT COLOR MATCHING
. • SUPER CLEAN FACTORY
SPRAY BOOTH ·

~.

Accu-Trak'
The Universal Precision
· . Measvring ·system
Takes The Mystery Out
· Of Uni-body Repairs!
FREE ESTIMATES

=m-~ 1::;-~:.:. 925·5680
..... 0

-

411 E. MOUNTAIN VIEW
ELLENSBURG
'
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Job Fair brings employers, students together .
By JUNE MAW
Staff Writer

If you are graduating soon,
looking for a summer job, or
wondering about a possible
internship, Central's Job Fair
may be just the event for you.
Co-sponsored annually by the
Career Planning and Placement
Center and various clubs, the fair
will take place this Wednesday,
April 30, from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. in
the SUB Ballroom. The goal of the
fair, according to Director Dean
Owen, is ''to provide an informal,
non-evaluative setting where
prospective employers and
employees can get to know one
another."
·
Over 50 firms are participating
this year, including Boeing,
Boise-Cascade, J.C. Penney and
Rainier Bank. The Federal
Bureau of Investigation {FBI) and
branches of the Armed Forces
will also be there along with some
local businesses.

• IDIDPllll(j
Phu Collins: Ho Jacket Required

"I suggest ,you take a resume,
especially if you're a senior," said
Owen. "It's good to get out there
and make contacts." Owen
cont!nued, "If you're not going to
be graduating soon, it's still a
good idea to go.'' He stressed that
company representatives can
provide information regarding
internships and summer jobs.
:i.,ast year, nearly 800 students
attended the job fair, including·
some from the extension centers
affiliated with Central. "It's
definitely worthwhile," said
Cathy Mawson, a junior,
majoring in Education. "Even if
you're not a senior, it's good to go
because you learn a lot about the
firms and they like talking to the
students,'' continued Mawson.
"Everyone should go, it's fun!"
Jenny
Bickler,
senior,
anticipating June graduation,
also felt the job fair was
b~neficial. "It helped me know
what to expect from interviews

Mon.-28, 10:00p.m .
Wed.-30, 10:00p.m.
Frl.-2. 11 :OOp .m ..··

Multi-talented Collins in sold-out show;
Dallas, '85. Includes ·Against All Odds. &
·sussudio.· 6 min.

::::::::::::I
UNCINS.OHI.0I
••••••••••••

Tues.-29. 11 :_oop.m.

Wed.-30, 11.oop.m.
•••••••••••• ... The Long Road Backsun.-27sat.-3. 11
:OOo.m.
Kampuchea
, 11
:OOp.m.
Focuses on the destruction of Cambodia,
during the Khiner Rouge Regime. 30 min.

The High Window

includes their ·address, phone
number and a personnel
representative.
Registration will be in the .SUB
Pit on Tuesday, April 29, noon to
4:30 p.m. and again on
Wednesday, April 30, 9 a.m. to
1 :30 p.m. All students, staff and
faculty are invited to attend. More
information about the job fair can
be obtained at the Career
Planning and Placement Center,
Barge 105.

Forensic------Continued from page 11
rib and cartilage to dete~ine the
sex of an unidentified body.
~ topic of discussion at this
ye~· s conference was the human
remains thought to be of the exNazi Joseph Mengele. Presented
during the meetings was
convincing evidence that the
bones were Mengele' s. Evidence
was
drawn
from
"his
handwriting, journals, all the
injuries reportedly suffered by
him and all the papers from Nazi
Germany," said Sands.
After the New Orleans
conference, Sands traveled to
Mobile, Ala. to take a class on
fac-ial reconstruction at the
University of South Alabama .
The instructor of her class,
Betty Pat Gatliff. has made

. several appearances on both
Quincy and Ripley's Believe It or
Not. Sands said, adding to her
instructor's accomplishments,
"She is one who recently
reconstructed the face of
Francisco Pizarro, the conqueror
of Peru."
Sands has FBI training in.
homocide investigation. FBI
agents stated that a woman being
sexually attacked should bite her
assailant, so that the attacker
would then be wearing the
victim's teeth marks, allowing for
easier apprehension of the rapist.
·'Teeth
are
positive
identification," said Sands.
''Nobody's teeth are the same."
In the case of Ted Bundy, the
Please see Sands page 19

·

Mon.-28. 11 :30p.m.
Thurs.-1. 10:300.m.
sat.-3. 10:30p.m.
sun.-4, 10:30p.m.

THE WALTER
WINCHELL FILE

and how possible employers
expect their employees to
perform," said Bickler. Her
advice was to ''use this as an
important step in looking for a
job.'' She further added that it
doesn't hurt to look nice and to
bring a resume.
Although students do not need
to register to attend the job fair,
those who do register will receive
a directory listing of each of the
participating firms which

Roberto's

A hit-and-run driver is about to jump to
his death when the victim's father intercedes. 30 min.

=·=·-=·=·=·=·=·=···=·=·=·=·=·=~=·=·=·=·=·=·=·=·=·=·=·=·=·=·=·=·=·=·

••••••••••••••
···········THE~.,,,,.,
~L

Tues.-29 , ·10: 30 p.m.
Thurs.-1, 11 :30p.m.
• • • • • • • •
SHOW
F . 2 10 30
Originally seen in 1957, this wacky,
rl.· ,
: p.m ·

•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:,,+.-s

.

slapstick, musical comedy show is sheer
madness. 30 min.

Featurettes:
Care*free Comiquickies and NCTV News.
-

All shows In Sub Pit on
Tues.-29, ~:30-12:30, Thurs.-1, 8:30-12:30.

Viewing Location:

N.-\\ Y ~ <)FFI< :ER.

-{rtX.n -~Fii1TA.l)\1-:N7tcR.f:. -

Ear Piercing·:
$5anear

$40FFanv
highlighting
service
Ask for
Julie or Michael

<Including studs>

~
sEBAsTIAN

962-5888
502 N. Pine
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CALENDAR

·

(

Thursday, April 24

DWomen's Tennis- At University of Puget Sound Invitational, all day.

DCo-Ed Track- At University of Washington Relays, all
day.

DGolf- At UPS Invitational, all day.

Sunday, April 27

DGolf-At Univ~rsity o~Puget Sound Invitational, all day.

DSenior Honors Recital- Susan Hicks, clc;trinet, 3 p.m.,
Hertz Recital Hall.

DElderhostel- CWU campus, all day.
.D Recital- Ken Lawrence, composition, 8 p.m., Hertz
Recital Hall.

DVoice Recital- Kim Ames and Scott Harnish, 8 p.m.,
Hertz Recital Hall.

DMeeting- BACCHUS, 3:30 p.m., SUB 210.

Tuesday, April 29

D Meeting- ASCWU Board of Directors, 3 p.m., SUB
Teanaway 104.

DMen's Tennis- CWU vs. Seattle Pacific, 2:30 p.m., CWU
Courts.
·
·

DPresentation- ASCWU presents Zuchi's Hair Salon,
noon, SUB Pit.

DBaseball- CWU vs. UW, 3 p.m., Baseball field.
D Recital- Vicki Hobbs, composition, 8 p.m., Hertz
Recital Hall.
·
·

DPresentation- Affirmative Action presents "How to
Select the Best Person for :the Job," Bouillon 210, 2:15
p.m.

D Central Today- Leighton Pratt, State Department of
Ecology, 7:25 a.m., KNDO-TV, (Ch. 3, 23).
.

DConference- Facilities Planners, 8 a.m. to 5 p.m., SUB.

D University Club- 11 a.m.,to 1 p.m., SUB .Sam's Place.

Friday, April 25

DComposition Recital- Vicki Hobbs, 8 p.m., Hertz
Recital Hall.

DConcert- .Tribute to Yakima, Vocal Jazz Choir I and
Jazz Band I, director John Moawad, 8 p.m., Capitol
Theatre, Yakima.

Wednesday, April 30
DPhilosophy Colloquium- "The Perils of Rationality:·
featuring Pacific Lutheran University's Gunnulf Myrbo,
7:30 p.m., Randall Hall 118.

DElderhostel- CWU campus, all day.
D Conference- "You Are the Expert," CWU campus, 3
p.m. to midnight.

DCentral Today- Leighton Pratt, 7:25 a.m., KNDO-TV.

DCo-Ed Track- At UW Relays, all day.

DMeeting- Ellensburg's Epilepsy Support Group, 6:30
p.m., SUB Teanaway Room 104. For more information,
call Kathy Thompson, 925-2829.

OMen's Tennis- Evergreen Conference Championships,
at Whitwort.h , all day.

Campus recruiting
for teachers
The following school districts will have
representatives at the Career Planning
and Placement Center, Barge lp5. to
interview interested candidates. Sign-up
schedules are posted one week, to the day,
before the arrival of the interviewers.
OWashington- Auburn Public Schools,
May 2. Elementary,- Secondary and
Education Specialists. Group meetings for
all interested: SUB 103, 10 a.m., 11 a.m;
and 1:30 p.m. Advance sign-up is
requested.
D California- Arvin School District, May
5. Primary and Intermediate Bilingual;
Special Education. District is near
Bakersfield (Kern County); 1500 students.
K-8.
DCalifornia- Alvord School District,
May 8. Elementary K-5; Bilingual K-5;
Special Education K-12; Jr.-Sr. High
(Math, Science, English.)
D Washington- Edmonds School
District, May 13. Elementary and
Secondary including Education
Specialists. Group meetings for all
interested: SUB 204-05, 10 a.m. and 1
p.m. ESD will schedule interviews at the
group meetings. Advance sign-up is
required.
DWashington- Federal Way School
District, May 15. Elementary and
Secondary including Education
Specialists. Group meetings for all
interested: SUB 208, 1: 15 p.m. FWSD will
schedule interviews at the group
meetings. Advance sign-up is required.

Campus interviews
The following organizations will have
representatives at the Career Planning
and Placement Center to interview
interested candidates. Sign-up schedules
are posted one week, to the day, before the
arrival of the interviewer.

DJeld·Wen, Inc.- April 29. Production
Management Program. Majors: Industrial
Supervision, Manufactl-!-ring Engineer and
Management/Organization. Group
meeting for all those interested.
DAetna Casualty & Surety- May 1.
Salaried insurance indu_s try, Marketing
Representative Trainee, one position;
Claims Representative, several positions;
Property Underwriter, several positions;
Casualty Underwriter, several positions.
D Taco Bell (Pepsico)- May
Management position, any major.

1.

D Sperry Corporation- May 1. Sales
Trainees. any major. Includes twelvemonth training program. Contact CP&PC
for further details.
DUnited Financial Systems- May 1.
Financial Planning. June '86 graduating
seniors. Majors: Fi11ance, Business and
Economics. Complete training program.
Commission.
DNorthwestem Mutual Life- May 6.
Sales Representatives. All majors.
Locations: Yakima. Moses Lake,
Wenatchee and Tri-Cities.
DK-Mart Apparel- May 6. Management
Trainee Program. Majors: Retail Clothing
Sales. Willing to relocate, Western U.S.
DJay Jacobs- May 9. Management
Trainee Positions. ·Majors: Retail Sales.
Lo.c ation: West Coast.
D First Investors Corporation- May 23.
Management Trainee Program. Majors:
Business. Northwest locations. Opening
ten offices per month. Commission.

ODr. & Mrs. E.E. SamuelsonApplicants niust be of junior or senior
status, majoring in teacher education.
D Stanley A. Dudley Scholarship; Lou
Richards Scholarship; Owen J. Shadle
Memorial Scholarship- Recipients must
be pursuing, or intend to pursue a degree
in .I ndustrial Education, Industrial
Technology, or Engineering Technology.
For further information, contact Fran
Burk-Gomez, Office of Financial Aid,
Barge Hall 205. Deadline: Noon, April 30,
1986.
DAmerican Association of University
Women Scholarship- The purpose of
the scholarship is to provide funds for
tuition for .a woman who is returning to
college after an absence of five or more
years. Dead~ine: May 1, 1986.

Job search workshops
Three job search workshops will be
presented by Robert D. Malde of the
Career Planning & Placement Center Staff
in May according to the following
schedules: Job Finding Skills, May 13, 4-5
p.m., Shaw-Smyser 105; Resume W'riting,
May 14, 4-5 p.m.. Shaw-Smyser 105;
Interviewing, May 15, 4-5 p.m .. ShawSmyser 105.

VA resumes
pay issuance
The Veterans Administration has
announced that they will resume issuing
advance pay. If you are not attending
summer quarter but plan to return next
fall, you can sign up for advance pay
before you leave campus this spring
quarter.

Scholarships available

Co-ed swim ·meet

The following scholarship applications
are available at the Office of Financial Aid,
Barge 205:
D Albert ~. Gerritz MemorialApplicants must be majoring in
Education with intention of going into
teaching.

University Recreation is sponsoring an
Intramural Splash Bash .Co-ed Swim
Meet, Friday, May 9 at 7 p.m. in Nicholson
Pavilion. Co-ed teams of ten are necessary
and the cost is $10 per team. Noncompetitive. recreational swimmers only.
For more information, call 963-3512.

Student teaching
interviews
Students who have applied for Student
Teaching or Option II Entry Phase for Fall
Quarter 1986 must sign up for an
interview with his/her professional field
supervisor. Sign-up sheets will be posted
outside the Education Department. Black
Hall, April 18-24. The interview date is
scheduled for April 25, 8:30 a.~. to 11:30
.a.m. in the Mary Grupe Conference
Center. Attendance is required.
Those students who have not applied to
date for student teaching and have passed
all portions of the Teacher Education Test
of Basic Skills should apply immediately
for the school year, 1986-87.

Campus Safety Auction
The Campus Safety Department will
hold a public auction of unclaimed
property now in possession of the
department on May 3 at 10 a.m. at the
Metal Building, immediately south of the
Student Village parking lot. Among items
to be auctioned are bicycles, household
goods.
clothing.
watches
and
miscellaneous items. All items will be sold
to the highest bidder.

NDSL exit interviews
All .students who have a National Direct
Student Loan and are graduating Spring
Quarter 1986 or are not returning to CWU
Fall Quartc::r 1986 must schedule an
appointment for an exit interview.
Contact the Office of Student Accounts,
Mitchell Hall and make an appointment
for one of the following dates: May 20, 11
a.m.; May 22, 2 p.m.; May 27, 2 p.m.; May
29, 10 a.m.; June 3, 2 p.m.; June 5, 2
p.m.; June 11. 10 a.m.

Cardio exercise class
"A cardio rehabilitation exercise
program is available in Nicholson Pavilion
Monday, Wednesday and Friday, 6:30
a.m. to 7: 15 a.m. for faculty and students
with cardio-vascular problems, diabetes
or pulmonary disorders. A nurse or
medical doctor is always present. Contact
Donna Nelson. at the CWU library.
963-2101 or at home, 925-5876.

(This is a paid advertisement)
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Call It ECO·n omics

With Thanks

-

The Election Commission would like to extend our deepest
thanks to the following people for their time and effort in
running the 1986 BOD election booths.
·
Club Senate
Activities
Phi Beta Lambda
PBL
PBL
PBL
PBL
PBL
PBL
PBL
PBL
Rotoract
Rotoract
Rotoract
RHC
Political Science

Tara Wise
Caryn Hanan
Jeff Pederson
Janel Stiffler
Suzanne Hill
Julia Peters
Mike Fluharty
Karen Welling
Angie Free
Dalene Roskos
Marcia Pederson
Erin Anderson ·
Ed North
Darren Hopper
Sue Sparks
James Stuart
John Beard
Mary Barnes
Tom Pasic
Terry Sodders
Scott Magee
Jodi Hinajosa
,.
CJ--at the Quig.
Sarah Martin
Big Al Holman
Cindy Arndt
Carolyn Carver
Jane Rider Clark

SAMSALPHA KAPP A PSI

Programming ·
· BOD Office
BOD Office .
Student Activities

_..,

-

,..

I have to cry foul when I hear of the 4. 75 percent increase in
the on campus housing rates in addition to the installation of
coin operated laundry machines. This has gone too far.
Auxilary Services, the people in charge of food and housing
·on campus, are making it extremely hard for students to live in
the residence halls.
I can understand that increasing costs, new projects and
inflation warrant the increase, hut I feel students should have a
choice in whether or not to live on campus and pay for these
increases.
What I am referring to is the two year mandatory on campus
residence requirement. currently imposed· at Central. All
incoming freshmen are required to live on campus for two years
unless they are 21 years of age.
The reasoning behind this requirement, which I feel is
beneficial, is to increase the retention rate of freshmen and
sophomores. Living on campus has many positive aspects for
new students.
·
This is not where my complaint lies. Where I 'ha·ve a
problem is that it is becoming more expensive to live on campus
than it is to live off.
Students should not be forced to pay those high rates. As I
see it; there are two alternatives; Either do away with the two
year -)llandatory on ·ca,qipus residence .. requirement so that
students can shop around for a· place to live that is within their
budget, or keep the price ·of on campus housing competitive
with off campus facilities. These increases are another obstacle
that block students from attending school.
. If you have any comments, please call me at 963-1694 or stop
by the ASCWU office in SUB roo111 214. My office hours are
11to12 daily, and from 2:30 to 4 Tuesday through Friday.

We wish you the best this spring quarter.
John Drinkwater, Student Activities
Doug McClure ·
Chuck Garvey
TCiny Dulley
Jim Sally

Mark Johnson
ASCWU President

LEGAL ADVICE

The Election Commission

If I Could Do It All Again
The ASCWU Board of Directors meeting will be conducted
in the lobby of Hitchcock Hall Thursday, April 24 at 7 pm.
Guest speaker at. the BOD meeting will he President Don
Garrity.
President Garrity will speak · on the topic of
graduating seni~rs, and what they would do differently in. their
college career if they had the chance to do it over again
You are encouraged to attend the BOD meeting, and learn
. for yourseU what is happening within your student
government. If you have any questions regarding the BOD
meeting this week, contact Sandi Murdock at 963-1693.

New Appointments
The ASCWU would like to recognize and ·welcome the
individuals to the ASCWU staff team:

follo~ving

#

Tami Hastings
Krista Dean
Scott Harnisch

•

Homecoming Coordinator
Wildcat Week Coordinator
Homecoming Parade Coordinator

The ·following individuals have been appointed to ASCWU
committee positions.
Chair, Council of Probity
Tom McGinley
Council of Probity
Steve F ellere
SUB Facility Planning Council
Melinda Fugate
Council of Probity
Donald Dowie
Campus Judicial Council
Mike Little
Affirmative Actibn Committee
Cindy Arndt
Council of Probity
James Linse
Campus Judicial Council
Jon Sweigert

}

Are you in a legal hind, have no where to turn, no one you
can afford to talk to, then stand up and make a difference. The
ASCWU BOD is conducting a survey of the CWU student
body to determine the need for a legal counseling and advice
office provided by the ASCWU. Working in affiliation with
the University ol Washington 'Law School, the· ASCWU is
considering the establishment a legal aid office, managed by a
legal intern from the University of Washington and the BOD
office.
If you feel there is a need for legal counceling and advice
office, contact Mark Johnson, ASCWU President, at 963-1693
or drop by the office, SUB 214. We are looking forward to
~earing from you.

a

Logo Contest!
The newly formed Ciuh Senate is looking for a logo io give
the Sen~te its own distinct identity . . To find a logo, the Senate
is sponsoring a contest.
.
There is no entry fee. The Club Senate will award $25.00 for
the prize winning entry. Entries will be accepted from now
until May 12th. The winner will be chosen May ·13th at the
Club Senate meeting.
·
To enter the contest, submit your logo on a 8 112 x 11 sheet
of paper. Be sure to include your name and phone number.
Place your entry in the contest box located in the SUB
Activities Office, SUB 102.
·
If you have any questions, please contact Karen Henniger in
the BOD Office (SUB 214) or phone her at 963-1693 or
962-1711.
22GSGGGS@@@@
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Public Relations Coordinator--Sandi M.u rdock
Advertising Coordinator--Cindy Coffman

Congratulations, and welcome to the ASCWU Student Body
Staff.

'
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Wildcats leave opponents in dust
CWU takes
nine of 10
•
running
events
By BRIAN ZYLSTRA
Staff Writer

Talk about your runaway
performances.
Central's men's track team,
winning nine of 10 running
events and 11 of 19 events
overall, dominated a five-team
invitational meet Saturday at
Tomlinson Stadium.
Meanwhile, the CWU women's
team c~ptured two firsts in what
coach Jan Boyungs called a
"consistent" performance by the
Wildcats.
Several Central men and
women tracksters will be
competing at the University of
Washington Relays today
(Thursday}, tomorrow and
Saturday.
The exact men's lineup was
unknown at presstime. Earlier
this week, men's coach Spike Arlt
said he had entered eight of his
tracksters into the meet: Jon
Torrence nd Tracy Goff (both
discus); Jimmie Dillingham
(triple jump); Greg Wrice ( 100);
Charles Chandler (110 hurdles);
Ken Rossetto (800); Joel Czech
(3000 steeplechase); and Art
Clarke (5000).
Arlt explained that he wasn't
notified yet concerning who will
be allowed to compete at UW.
The CWU mentor said he
thinks Chandler, Czech and
Wrice should place near the tops
of their events, should they
compete.
Three Central women will be
competing at the Relays in
Seattle: Kim Burke (either 3000
or 5000); Katie Crowell (long
jump and triple jump); and Karen
Munger (high jump).

IN THE LEAD - Central's Charles Chandler
(front) was a double winner at last
Saturday's cwu Invitational, finishing first

. D Today
(Thursday),
tomorrow and Saturday:
Several Central men and .
women tracksters will be
competing at the University of
Washington Relays.
D Saturday: Remainder of
men's and women's teams are
at the University of Puget
Sound Invitational.
Boyungs said the three athletes
stand a good chance of placing

in both the 110 high hurdles and the 400
hurdles.

high if they rise to th~ occasion.
good performanc·e s. In the sprints
The remainder of the men's and middle distances, we're
and women··s teams will be · coming right along~"
competing at the University of
In fact, Arlt offered that the
Puget Sound Invitation.al Wildcat men have a good shot at
Saturday.
the district title. "If we stay
cwu Invite
healthy and keep improving, we
In addition to Cental, . teams could be tough."
from The Evergreen State
Rossetto led the onslaught with
College, Western, Whitman and a double vicory in the 800
Whitworth competed in the meet. (1:55.7) and 1500 (3:59.0).
No team scores were recorded
Chandler was also a double
for either the men's or women's winner, scoring firsts in the 110
meet.
high hurdles (15.1) and 400
Arlt was understandably hurdles (54.4). Chandlers mark in
pleased with the performance of the 400 cut six-tenths of a second
his cinder crew.
"It went real well for us," Arlt
Please see Track page 18
said ·o f the meet. "We had some

Central ready to challenge for district crown
By MATT MASSEY
Staff Writer

With its top four players near
the peak of their games, the
Central golf team seems to be
ready to challenge defending
champion Western Washington
for the NAIA District 1 crown.
Or at least the team is headed
in that direction.
The District 1 championships
are during the third week of May
in Yakima.
CWU is playing in the
University of Puget Sound
Invitational today (Thursday)

and tomorrow at Tacoma's
Fircrest Golf and Country Club.
The Wildcat golfers made a fine
showing at Sunday and
Monday's Portland State
University Invitational at
Rippling River Golf and. Country
Club.
The 'Cats finished a mere five
shots behind NAIA Division
winner and NAIA District 1
favorite Western. Central was
third with a 54-hole, two-day
total of 907. Lewis and Clark was
second at 905 in the eight-team
NAIA field.

There were four NCAA teams
presents at the tourney. Boise
State topped the NCAA field with
an 868 stroke total.
Central saw seniors Kelly
DeShaw and Robi Raab rise to the
occasion. Both golfers fired 224
two-day totals, good for seventh
place individually. Par for the 54
holes was 212 ..
DeShaw, who had been in a
recent slump, broke loose at the
Oregon course and shot 112 each
Please see Golf page 23

D Today (Thursday) and
tomorrow:
Central
participates in the University
of Puget Sound Invitational at
Tacoma.
D Recently: The Wildcats
finished third, just five shots
off the lead, in the Portland
State Intercollegiate Golf
Tournament.
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Central's playoff hopes are a longsh<;>t at best
By DANIEL STILLER
Staff Writer

Despite their recent decent
play, the Central's baseball
team's· hope of advancing to the
district . playoffs could best be
termed a longshot.
The Wildcats must sweep an
April 30 doubleheader from UPS
(the only remaining NAIA tilts for
the Wildcats). and then hope that
PLU loses seven of their last ten
games.
After losing all three of their
games last week. the Wildcats
tangled with the Pac-lO's
Washington State on Wednesday
(results were not available at
presstime). The 'Cats have the
weekend off.
Outfielder Paul
Goulet
currently leads the team in
hitting with a .386 batting
average. Goulet also paces the
Wildcats in hits and runs.
Designated hitter Don Pettie is'

DNext week: Central hosts
Washington Tuesday, then
travels to Tacoma Wednesday
to meet Puget Sound.
DLast week: The Wildcats lost
all three of their games against
Lewis-Clark State.
hitting .364 and leads the team in
RBI's with 22.
Freshman phenom Brad
Torgeson, who just recently
broke into the lineup, is also
hitting .364 and has three home
runs. Torgeson is the son of
baseball Hall-Of-Farner Earl
Torgeson. Pettie, Marc Greeley,
and Art Vivanco also have three
home runs.
The Wildcats are hitting .281
as a team, while opponents are
hitting a frightening .343 against

Wildcat pitchers. This helps to
explain the team earned run
average of 8.63.
LCSC 12, CWU 7
The W arrtors
rocked starter
.,.
Carl Casperson for seven runs in
the first and it was all over but the
shouting.
Trailing 12-4 with two out in
the ninth, the 'Cats mounted a
rally. Pettie and Pat Hughes
singled and advanced on a wild
pitch. Jeff Auvinen brought them
both home with a single.
Greeley's single moved Auvinen
to third, where he scored on a
passed ball. Tim Ruane walked,
but David Hern popped out to end
the game.
LCSC 9-7, CWU 6-2
David (CWU) battled valiantly
against Goliath (LCSC,) but came
up a little short in both ends of
the doubleheader.
Tied 2-2 after an inning in the
opener, the Warriors grabbed a

For 25 Years, we've been
exporting America's
most valuable resource.
The men and women of the Peace Corps. Dedicated
volunteers who help people in developing countries live
better Iives.
It's tough. And it takes more than just concern. It takes
motivation. Commitment.
But for 25 years, being a Peace Corps volunteer has
been a chance to stop dreaming about a better world
and start doing something about it.

Peace Corps
The Toughest Job You 'll Ever Love

INFORMATION TABLE:
SCHEDULED INTERVIEWS:
Tues.-Thurs., Apr. 28-29
Tues.- Wed., May 13-14
9:00a.m. - 5:00p.m.
Career Planning & Placement Center
Pit area
Barge 105
BROWN BAG SEMINAR ft FILM:
sign up in advance, Bring your
All students invited
·completed application to the
Tues., Apr. 29 Noon - 1:OOp.m.
interview.
Kachess Room

lead they wouldn't relinquish. A
hit batsman, a single. a sacrifice.
a walk. a wild pitch, and a tworun single earned L-C State three
runs.
Wildcat shortstop Marc
Greeley's 35-inch bat got ahold of
a Warrior offering and deposited
it over the right field fence in the
home half of the second, making
the score 5-3.
The Warriors continued to
score cheap runs in the third and
fourth, adding three runs in the
two innings.
Central scored two in the fourth
when Greeley, who had tripled,
scored on Mike Eliason's humpback single, and Ruane, after
walking, scored on a double-play
grounder.
Before Wildcat starter Rob
Miller could get an out in the
nightcap, the defending national
champs had crossed the plate
four times and Miller was in the
showers. Brian Wagner relieved
him and gave up an additional
run in the first and two more in
the third in doing a sterling job of
relief pitching.
Meanwhile. Central tallied one
run in the third on Dean
Bumgarner's triple and Paul
Goulet's single. In the fourth, Don
Pettie scored on Greeley's
groundout, ending the Wildcat
scoring.
WSU 21, CWU 9
The Cougs scored th'r ee
touchdowns and were flawless on
their extra points, while they
limited Central to a mere three
field goals.
On a serious note, this game
was a slugfest. P~ayed in the
Ellensburg wind, the two teams
combined for 30 runs, 28 hits
(including five <lingers}, and
committed eight errors.
The game began well for the
'Cats as John Sinclair held the
Please see Baseb.a ll page 19

+
+

+

gramlTLa'8
Frederick and Nelson
Frangos
Stuffed Plush Animals
Special Gift ·items
962-5828
421 North Pearl
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Wildcats win three in
season's busiest week
BY DENNIS ANDERSON
Staff Writer

Central's men's tennis team
improved its record to 4-6 by
winning three of last week's four
matches in their busiest stretch
of the season.

DTomorrow (Friday): Central
participates in the Evergreen
Conference Championships at
Whitworth College.

Playing five matches in seven
days, the 'Cats beat The we're having a little more fun thisEvergreen State College 5-4 last year," coach Dennis Roberts said.
Mark Villegas, the No. 1 singles
Friday, then lost to both Seattle
player
for Central. had a perfect
U. (5-4 score) and Seattle Pacific record
last
week, winning all five
(6-3) on Saturday.
of his matches to raise his season
Central beat Yakima Valley record to 11-4.
Monday 7 -2 for a season sweep of
that school.
Please see Tennis page 20 .. It was a busy week for us, but
\

MODERN . . ~
OPTICAL I VUARNET.l
PURCHASE~

FREE VISOR W1TH
OF VUARNET SUN GLASSES

·- -
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NUMBER ONE -

Central's top singles player, Mark Villegas.

NEV A' S Central Office Equipment
925-4444

111 E. 4th

c
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Word Processing Supplies
Best Prices in Town
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LOOK AND FEEL

LEARN TO FL YI
Flying is not only thrilling, but it
is an investment in your future .. an
investment which perspective
employers consider when
interviewing job applicants.
Pilots possess greater selfconfidence than those who have
never felt the power at the
controls of an airplane.

YOUR ·HEALTHIEST!

Midstate Aviation has been
training CWU students for 23
years. Professional pilot's
courses, ranging from private
pilot to airline transport pilot, are
taught by highly-skilled flight
instructors.
Invest in your future! Call
Midstate Aviation today.

There's nothing like a tan!
You'll look great, feel good,
and will have fun too!

MIDSTATE AVIATION, INC.
1101 Bowers Road - Ellensburg - 962-2873
(Take Walnut Street 2 miles north of t::WU)

....................................................""~

~
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Track
The 4X400 relay team (Wrice,
Rossetto, Chandler and Frawley)
also finished first (3:29.2).
off of his career best.
In the women's competition,
Wrice won the 100 in 10.6, Burke took first in the 5000 with
lowering his personal best by an 18:43.3 clocking, and Munger
two-tenths of a second. Wrice also -placed fisrt in the highjump (5-1).
finished second in the 200 (22.7).
Crowell took second in the
Sean Frawley took first in the
triple jump (33-7), and helped the
400 (50.3).
800 medley relay team (along
In the 5000, Czech finished
with Donna _Haupt, Angela
first with a 15:36.3 clocking.
Wright 3:nd Leslie Tyselling)
Goff finished first in the shot
place second in 1:55.6.
put (49-3) , while Torrence
captured top honors in the discus
Boy.ungs thought the 'Cats held
(150-7).
their own in the meet. "We were'
The 4Xl00 relay team of just pretty solid.
Dillingham, Chandler, Wrice and
"We're moving toward our
Jeff Toycen fnished first with a peak,'' she added, referring to
time of 42.6.
districts.
Continued from page 15

Tennis teams both win
Central's men's team defeated
Columbia Basin and its women's
team topped Yakima Valley in
tennis action Tuesday.
The Wildcat men defeated
CBC, 6-3, behind the strength of
their top two players, Mark

Villegas and Tad Davis.
The women's squad relied on
depth to knock off Yakima Valley,
7-2. After Central's No. 1 singles
player, Sheri Holmes, lost, the
'Cats proceeded to capture the
five remaining singles matches.

Wildcats split pair with Eastern
EVERY INCH COUNTS - Central's Katie ~rowell took second
. in the triple jump at last Saturday's CWU Invitational with a
leap of 33 feet, -seven inches.
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EVENTS

WHATEVER HAPPENED
BUD AND JANET?

m

JUSDAY

APRIL 24TH
7p.m.

Central's baseball team rallied
from a six-run deficit to defeat
Eastern Washington 15-14 in the
first game of . Tuesday's
doubleheader.
Eastern came back to take the
second game, 8-5. ~
The first inning of the opener
set -the tempo for the game, as
Eastern scored six times in the
top of the frame, only to have
Central respond with seven runs
of its own in the bottom of the
first.
Eastern also opened up a six-

run bulge in the nightcap, but
this time held off Central's late
charge.

DiUingh·a·m 4th
Jimmie · Dillingham,
a
sophomore at Central. finished
fourth out of nine competitors at
the NAIA District l decathlon
Tuesday.
Dillingham was competing in
his first ever decathlon, and
found himself the overall leader
after five events Monday.

EXERCISE PROGRAMS
FOR WOMEN ONLY

• Exercise Equipn:'ent
•Aerobics
• WolffTanningSystem
925-1520 305 N. Pine

TAN
WHITE
....~~..CE"' TuP .. , OJ

in the SUB ballroom

ASCWU Programming
Agenc

19~9
I

·
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Baseball

LUNC'H
BOX

Continued from page 16
Cougs in check in the first, and
Art Vivanco walked, stole his way
to third, and scored on an error to
give Central a 1-0 lead.
Coach Bobo Brayton's boys
exploded in the second, howev~r,
scoring seven runs on seven hits
and chasing Sinclair in the
process. Central retaliated
meekly in the bottom half of the
inning when Tim Ruane hit one
over the fence in right.
Wazzu pounded relievers
Rhuel Reedy and Russ Finseth for
seven more runs, three coming
on Jeff Hooper's round-tripper.
Things were more or less quiet
on the western front until
Torgeson hit a two-run homer for
CWU in U~e seventh.
Torgeson, however, went from
hero to goat in the ninth when his
error with the bases loaded
cleared the sacks.

No boloney ! Instead, delicious
cheese, tempting sausage, zesty
pepperoni - your choice of toppings on a golden-brown crust fresh from our ·exclusive "hot
box." All this is yours when .you
order lunch from Domino's
Pizza.

Sands
Continued from page 12
convicted rapist and murderer of
Florida college co-eds, he had
bitten his victims, making the
teeth marks worn ·by the girls
''truly his conviction,'' said
Sands.
Sands teaches an upper
division com~e entitled Forensic
Skeletal Analysis, which is an
elective in the Law and Justice
department.
Sands plans to continue her
work in forensics. "Next year, I'm
going to ask for sabbatical leave. I
have been accepted as a student
under Dr. William Bass at the
University of Tennessee," said
Sands. "He is the very best in
forensic instructors in the States.
In 1985, he was awarded the
professor of the year title.''.

Our drivers carry less tna-M
$20.00.
,·
.Limited delivery area.

925~6941
505 N. Pine
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Use this coupon between
11 :OOam and 1:OOpm or
11:00pm and 1:00am and
get a small 12" one
item pizza for only $5.00.
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Ask about our Party Discounts!
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$2.00 oH any 16"
2-item or more piz~
One coupon per pizza.
Expires May 4, 1986.
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Fast, Free Delivery
505 N. Pine St.
Phone: 925-6941
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Tennis
Continued from page 17
CWU 7, YVCC 2

In No. 1 singles action Monday,
Mark Villegas won his sixth
match and improved his record to
11-4 with a 6-2, 6-1 win over Les
Erkes.
Villegas began the match with
powerful serves and good passing
shots whenever Erke came to the
net.
In the first set, with Villegas
ahead 2-1, Yakima's Erke got
Villegas runniing out of his tempo
and made him miss some close
side shots to tie the game at two.
Villegas then put together ~
great combination of lobs and
cross court shots to win the next
four points and the set.
After losing the first game of
the second set. Villegas
overpowered Erkes with a
combination of great net and
overhand shots and p~t Erkes

away with a 6-1 set and a sweep.
Central won five of the six.
singles matches and two of three
doubles matches.
In No. 2 singles, CWU's Tad
Davis defeated Scott Wright 6-3,
7 -5 to even his overall record at
7-7.
The other singles winners were
John Thornton in the No. 4 spot,
David Grant playing at No. 5, and
No. 6 player Brian Zylstra.
Thornton is now 5-7 on the
year. Grant improved his record
to 8-5 and Zylstra is now 5-9.
In No. 1 doubles the VillegasDavis team raised its season
record to 9-5 by beating ErkesHeit 6-2, 6-4.
Central's other win in doubles
came from the No. 3 team of
Thornton-Zylstra as they beat
Mann-Rowland after the Yakima
coach. pulled his team from the
match because of disciplinary
I
reasons.
Seattle 5, CWU 4

The 'Cats payback for a close
loss three weeks ago won't
happen this year as Central
dropped their second straight
match to Seattle by the same
score.
They also lost for the same
reason, according to coach
Roberts.
"It came down to those three
set matches we lost," he said. "If
we could have got just one of
those we could have won the
match.''
Villegas defeated Scott Rerucha
(6-2, 6-0) for the second time this
year.
The only ·other winner in
singles came from the No. 5
player Grant, who beat Tim
Szambelan 6-2. 6-3.
After beating Seattle's T-0shi
Tada in three sets at their last
meeting, CWU's Tad Davis
couldn't repeat as the team lost
that match, along with the Nos. 3,
4, and 6 singles spots.

In doubles play, the No. 1 team
of Villegas-Davis and the No. 3
team of Thornton-Zylstra were
the only winners.
SPU 6, CWU 3

After losing in three sets to
Seattle Pacific's George Solovjev
two weeks ago at the Seattle
tournament, Villegas decided to
take a three set win of his own.
Villegas didn't start out well,
losing the first set 5-7, but ended
strong, taking the next two sets
6-4, 6-4 for the win.
The match was tied after the
singles matches were finished.
The other two wins came from
No. 3 player Rod Hamel and the
No. 4 player John Thornton.
All three of Central's doubles
teams lost in straight sets.
CWU 5 . Evergreen 4

It was the doubles matches that
lost it fo~ Central against SPU,
but the day before it was the final
doubles team of ThorntonZylstra that won this match.

D & M MOTORS
Dr. Don A.

Tuneupf6rspring
I

Cbildr~

Chiropractor

COMPLETE AUTO REPAIRS

. CHIROPRACTIC CENTER

962-9796
1011 NORTH ALDER • ELLENSBURG, WA 98926

Foreign and Domestic
205 N. Main 925-4151

Join Us!

''Haw.a iian Daze" at the SUB
APRIL 24th - 30th
SUB Cafeteria Hawaiian Specialties
• Kon a Coffee From

Hawaii

-

* Macadamia Nut Ice Cream -

* Hawaiian Burger

~

Daily

.

50~

a Scoop ·

lb. Hamburger with Teriyaki Sauce and Slice of
Pineapple

Hawaiian Specials

*

APRIL 24 & 25

Salad Bar

*

APRIL 28

Teriyaki Chicken Special

* APRIL 29 & 30

15~

an Ounce [save 5¢ an ounce]

~

~-0

"Wear Hawaiian" and SAVE 20 °/o
Wear Hawaiian Attire - Hawaiian Shirts, MuMu's, Leis, Grass Skirts,
Surfing Shirts or any combination of Hawaiian Attire and Save 20 °/0 on any
SUB Cafeteria Purchase.

*

APRIL 29 & 30

* UNIVERSITY STORE ·

* APRIL

Outside BBQ!

Purchase Your Burger out on the Patio
[Inside Grill Closed]

FREE Hawaiian Punch

30

Go Hawaiian

*GAMES
ROOM
[Excludes Caps & Gowns J

APRIL
29 & 30

with
the SUB!
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_. __.. ____,·ll ••1i.-------- Home run climaxes
Hussongs' Comeback

Women's tennis team
splits weekend pair

BY DENNIS ANDERSON
Staff Writer

In men's league action Monday,
the Hussongs edged The Peanuts
Gang 10-9 in a see-saw game that
took a two-run come-from-behind
homer by the Hussongs' Brian
Thomas in the final inning.
The Hussongs' Ken Axelson
opened th~t inning by flying out
to center. Then Peanuts pitcher
Jay Sampson walked Mike
Erickson to set up Thomas'
winning home run that went
deep down the leftfield line.
The Hussongs, now 2-1 in
league play, opened the game in
what looked like another gameof-the-week blowout as they sent
10 players to the plate.
Their first batter, Rod
Turnbull, reached base on a
shortstop error, but was thrown
out when he tried to reach the
plate on a Ron Cate double.
·'I got a strawberry for
nothing,'! Turnbull complained.
After a line out by Jim
Klaustermeyer, the Hussongs
scored six runs on a combination

Central's women's tennis team split a pair of matches last
weekend to move to 4-7 on the season.
The Wildcats stopped Gonzaga 6-3 Friday, in a match that
would have been a lot closer had Gonzaga not forfeited the Nos. 5
and 6 singles matches and the No. 3 doubles match.
Central's top two players, Sheri Holmes and Jill Gregson, both
won their singles ·matches, but lost to Gonzaga's Willa
Hendrickson and Sheila Craven in doubles play.
On Saturday, the 'Cats lost to Whitman 6-3, with the only wins
coming at the No. 4 singles spot (Linda Johnson), No. 6 singles
(Lisa Burton) and No. 3 doubles (Burton and Robbie Gruhn).

CWU third nationally
Through the winter sports seasons, Central ranks third
nationally in the NAIA-SIDA men's all-sports competition,
according to Central's Sports Information Director; ·Bob Guptill.
The competition, sponsored by the NAIA Sports Information
Director's Association, measures the success of an institution's
overall athletic program by the accumulation of points in postseason competition on the district, area and national levels.
Central. which finished second last year, has accumulated 101
points and trails Wisconsin-Lacrosse (114 points) and Adams
State of Colorado (104) . .
Other District 1 schools in the Top 20 are Simon Fraser (sixth
place with 70 points) and Pacific Lutheran (10th, 57 points).
In the women's competition, Central ranks seventh with 59
points. The Wildcats have never finished in the Top 10 in the
women's competition.
According to Guptill, the winners of the competition will be
announced at the end of the spring quarter.
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D Monday: The Hussongs
edges The Peanuts Gang, 10-9,
in men's league action.
DNext week: A co-ed and
men's doubleheader will be
featured.
of hits and The Peanuts'
throwing errors.
The Hussongs first run came
on a Jim Blarney hit that was
thrown wide to first to score Ron
Cate. Ken Axelson followed
Blarney with an RBI double that
gave the Hussongs a 2-0 lead.
Mike Erickson followed,
reaching first base on a high
throw over Peanut first baseman
Brian Hull.
The Hussongs followed with
three, more base hits - by Brian
Thomas, Tad Mick and Paul
Please see Hussongs page 23

Fat tests are available
The fitness specialists at Central are now offering hydrostatic
weighing - a procedure used to accurately determine fat
percentage by measuring the bouyancy of the body' in water.
This service is offered free of charge Tuesday and Thursday
nights in Paterson Hall, Room 102, from 3-6. Appointments may
be made at the Wellness Desk at Nicholson Pavilion between noon
and 1 o'clock daily.

In Concert with award-winning CWU Jazz Band & Choir
Saturday, May 10, 1986, 8:00 p. m.
Nicholson Pavilion, Central Washington University
The flamboyant Doc will headline CWUs Parentl' Weekend activities. ..
Get your tickets soon!
Student/Senior: $7.50 General Admission $10.00 Reserved $15.00

a.-,,
VJJ

Available at the SUB Information Booth & Shapiro's

GLOBAL
TRAVEL SERVICE

Seattle to Denver $39

14 day notice good until June
Monday· Friday: 8:30 a.m . · 5:30 p.m.
434 N. Sprague - Ellensburg - 925-6961

THIS COUPON WORTH
ONE FREE TOKEN AT

THE

,s ue

GAMES
ROOM
.
[EXPIRES 5-9-86
LIMIT: ONE PER COSTMER]

ELLENSBURG FEED & SEED'

r
I

I

1442 Cascade Way

Tetra Fish

925-1435

F6od

1QO/o OFF with coupon

- - - - - ·-

offer good April 24 through May 1

I
I
I

presented by KNDO-TV. Yakima and the CWlf Foundation
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Golf

Baseball
CWU 6. Whitman 2
CWU 14. Whitman 5
uw 15. cwu 2
UW9. CWU 5
cwu 1. uwo
uw 1. cwuo
CWU 8, UPS4
CWU 6. UPS 5
E. Oregon 7, CWU 5
Whitworth 15. CWU 4
Lewis-Clark 13. CWU 7
Wlllamette 6. CWU 5
Whitworth 10, CWU 9
Gonzaga 14, CWU 0
Gonzaga 7. CWU 6
Portland St. 15. CWU 2
Portland St. 2. CWU 1
CWU 15. Seattle O
CWU 16. Seattle 11
Whitworth 8. CWU 5
Whitworth 15. CWU 0
PLU 11. CWU 7
PLU 9. CWU 3
Whitworth 4, CWU 2
Whitworth 11. CWU 8
EWU 15. CWU l
EWU l3,CWU9
E. Oregon 9. CWU 6
CWU 10. E. Oregon 5
CWU 11. E. Oregon 0
·cwu 12. E. Oregon 10
CWU 11. Seattle l
CWU 6. Seattle 5
wsu 21. cwu 9
Lewis-Clark 9. CWU 6
Lewis-Clark 7. CWU 2
Lewis-Clark 12. CWU 7

Sprtngenatic (L), Crown (L) 2. and Goulet (C). 38 Hughes (C). HR - M. Philips. W - Higson. Save Rogers. L - Casperson (5-6).

Gruhn-Lisa Burton. 6-4. 6-2: Gonzaga defaulted
third doubles.

April 19 [first game):
Lewis-Clark
231 201 0 9 12 1
Central
210 210 0 6 7 2
Knickrehm. Wooden -(5) and Bonfield. Mallory.
Sinclair (3) and Eliason. 2B - Mauthe (L), Price (L),
and Tapp (C). 3B - Greeley (C). HR - Greeley (C).
W - Knickrehm. Save - Wooden. L - Mallory
(3-7).
April 19 [second game):
Lewis-Clark
502 000 O 7 1O O
Central
001 100 0 2 8 3
Lowe and Collins. Miller. Wagner ( 1) and Montoya.
2B - Mau the (L). Collins (L), Pettie (CJ, McGrath (CJ.
and Ruane (CJ. 3B - Bumgarner (C). HR Atkinson (L). W - Lowe. L - Miller (0~4).

Remaining schedule:
April:
24 - at Yakima Valley, TBA
29- at UW. 3 p.m.
30 - at UPS (2), l p.m.
May:
1 - at Lewis-Clark. 7 p.m.
2 - at Lewis-Clark (2). l p.m.
3 - Alumni. l p.m.
6 - at UW. 3 p.m.
10-11 - District playoffs. TBA
23-29 - NAlA nationals at Lewiston. Id, TBA
April 20:
703 100 010 12 17 2
Lewis-Clark
100 021 030 7 15 2
Central
Higson. Rogers (7) and Bonfield. Casperson and
Hern. 2B L. Phillips (LJ, M. Phillips (L).

Portland State Tournament
NAIA team scores - Western 902, Lewis and
Clark 905, Central 907, British Columbia 917.
Pacific Lutheran 922, Wlllamette 945, Simon Fraser
951, Puget Sound 953.
NAIA medalist - Steve Nightengale (Western},
112-109-221 (54 holes. par 212).
Central scores - Kelly DeShaw 112-112-224.
Robbie Raab 114-110-224. Stewart Karstens
114-112-226, Scot Thede 115-118-233', Tom
Mueller 121-124-245.

CWU men 7, Yakima Valley 2
Singles - Mark Villegas (C) d. Les Eerkes, 6-2.
6-1: Tad Davis (C) d. Scott Wright. 6-4. 7-5; Jeff Heit
(Y) d. Rod Hamel. 6-4, 7-6 (7-4): John Thornton [C)
d. Jon Mann. 4-6. 6-1. 6-4: David Grant [CJ d. Steve
Ponto, 6-2. 6-1: Brian Zylstra (C) d. Rich Roland.

Track

6-2. 6-3.
Doubles - Villegas-Davis (C) d. Eerkes-Helt. 6-2.
6-4; Wright-Ponto (Y) d . Hamel-Grant, 6-2. 6-1:
Thornton-Zylstra (C) d. Mann-Steve Elder. 6-0. 5-4
(default).
SPU 6, CWU men 3
Singles - Mark Villegas (C) d. George Solojev.
5-7, 6-4, 6-4; Dave George (SJ d. Tad Davis, 6-3. 6-2;
Rod Hamel (CJ d. Randy Worden. 6-4, 1-6, 7-6: John
Thornton (C) d. Guy Ouwehand. 7-6, 3-6, 6-0; Key

Tennis

Rey (S) d. David Grant. 7-5. 6-1: Gerald Chew (SJ d.
Brian Zylstra. 6-0. 6-2.
Doubles - George-Worden (S) d. Villegas-Davis,
6-4, 6-4: Solojev-Rey (SJ d . Hamel-Grant, 6-2, 6-4;
Ouwehand-Chew (S) d. Thornton-Zylstra, 6-2. 6-4.

Whitman 6, CWU women 3
Singles - Lynn Greer (W) d. Sheri Holmes, 6-1.
6-0; Tamara Rowe (W) d. Jill Gregson. 6·2, 6-1:
Nancy Bratten (W) d . Kathy Lang, 7-5, 6-7 (7-3), 7-6
(7-4); Linda Johnson (CJ d. Tana Deshler, 4-6, 6-2.
6·1: Wendy Wright !Wl d. Robbie Gruhn, 6-7. 6-0,
6-2; Lisa Burton (CJ d. Kim Rona!. 6-3. 6-2.
Doubles - Greer-Bratten (W) d. Holmes-Gregson.
6-2. 6-3: Rowe-Wright (W) d. Lange-Johnson. 7-5.
4-6, 6-4: Gruhn-Burton (CJ d. Sandy Willis-Rona!,
6-1. 6-5.

Seattle 5, cwu men 4
Singles - Mark Villegas (CJ d. Scott Reruc_ha. 6-2.
6-0; Tosh! Toda (SJ d. Tad Davis, 3-6, 6-3, 6-3: Kevin
Wakasa (S) d. Rod Hamel, 6-2. 7-5; Mike Ackerman
(S) d. John Thornton. 6-1. 4-6. 7-5: David Grant (CJ
d. Tim Szarnbelan. 6-2. 6-3: Joe Levan (SJ d. Brian
Zylstra. 6-4. 7-6.
Doubles - Villegas-Davis (CJ d. Rerucha-Toqa.
6-3, 6-3: Wakasa-Ackerman (CJ d. Hamel-Grant. 6-2,
6-2: Thornton-Zylstra (CJ d. Levan-Szambelan. 7-6
(7-4), 6-0.

CWU women 6, Gonzaga 3
Singles Sherri Holmes (C) d. Willa
Hendrickson, 6-4, 6-1; Jill Gregson [CJ d. Sheila
Craven. 6-4. 6-3: Stephanie Hanford (G) d. Kathy
Lang, 4-6, 6-3, 6-2; Linda Johnson (C} d. Angle
Rudig, 6-2, 6-4; Gonzaga defaulted fifth and sixth
singles.
Doubles: - Hendrickson-Craven (G) d. HolmesGregson. 6-2, 4·6. 6-4; Hanford-Rudig (G) d. Robbie

CWU men 5, Evergreen State 4
Singles - Mark Villegas (CJ d. Ben Chotzen. 6-1.
6-2; Tad Davis (CJ d. Gene Chong. 6-0. 6-4: Bob Reed
(E) d. Rob Hamel, 6-0. 6-1; John Thornton (C) d. Jay
Nusum, 6-3, 6-0; Jim Wood (Eld. David Grant. 6-1,
6-1; Brian Zylstra (C) d. Kirk Carner, 7-5, 6-2.
Doubles - Chotzen-Wood (E) d. Villegas-Davis,
6-3, 5-7, 6-3: Reed-Nusum {E) d. Hamel-Grant. 6-2.
6-4; Thornton-Zylstra (CJ d. Carner-Rick Dorsett.
6-4. 6-3.

CWU Invitational
Central finishers
Men
110 high hurdles - 1. Charles Chandler, 15. l: 2.
Charles Christnacht, 15.6; 5. John Arlt. 16.8. 400
intermediate hurdles - 1. Chandler. 54.4: 3. Arlt.
57.6. 4x100 relay l. Central (Dillingham,
Toycen. Chandler. Wrice). 42.6. Lc:ig jump - 2.
Jimmie Dillingham. 21-0 4X400 relay- 1. Central
(Wrlce, Chandler, Rossetto, Frawley). 3:29.2. Shot
put - 1. Tracy Goff, 49-3: 3. Jon Torrence, 47-9; 5.
Kevin Wilson. Triple jump 2. Jimmie
Dllltngh~, 44-7; 2. Robert Dutra, 40-6 112. 1500 1. Ken Rossetto. 3:59.0; 3. Mike McCluskey, 4:01.4;
4. Steve Jackson. 4:04.0; 6. Art Clarke, 4:05.4.
i;>iscus - l. Torrence. 150-7: 2. Goff. 147·1: 5.
Wilson. 132-3. 400 - l. Sean Frawley. 50.3. 800 1. Rossetto, 1:55.7; 2. McCluskey. 1:58.3: 3 .
Jackson, 1 :58.5. 100 - l. Greg Wrice, 10.6; 3. Jeff
Toycen. 11.0: 5. Ml!te Hedwell, 11.3. 200 - 2.
Wrice, 22.7; 4. Toycen. 22.3. 5000 - I.Joel Czech.
15:36.3.
Women
High jump - 1. Karen Munger, 5-1. 400 hurdles
- 3. Toni Donisthorpe. 1:11.5: 5. Tracy DeLorrn.
1: 17 .8. Javelin - 5. Collette Roddewlg, 93-5: 6.
Debbie Dale, 93-3 112. Triple jump - 2. Katie
Crowell, 33-7. Long jump- 3. Katie Crowell. 16-2:
6. Collette Roddewlg. 14-1. 100 high hurdles - 3.
Toni Donlsthorpe, 16.8. 1500 - 4. Carolyn Ottow,
5:52.4. Shot put - 5. Debbie Dale, 32-2. 400 - 6.
Tracy DeLorm. 1:17.8. 800 - 4. Leslie Tysseling,
2:32.3: 5. Cathy Gray. 2:35.8. 5000 - l. Kim
Burke, 18:48.3. 4Xl00 relay 2. Central
(Tyselllng. Crowell, Wright. Haupt}, 51.0. 800
medley relay - 2. Central (Crowell, Haupt, Wright,
Tyselling). 1 :55.6. Javelin - 5. Collette Roddewig,
~3-5: 6. Debbie Dale, 93-3 1h. Discus 5. Molly
Stavlk. 200 - 3. Angela Wright, 26.4; 6. Donna
Haupt. 28.0.

P~ Wellklnd 1986

SCHEDULE of EVENTS
J ·§ J' J
9 00 am
3:00 pm
Afternoon
6·30 pm
6:30 pm
7 00 pm
8:00 pm
9 00 pm

5 00 pm
8:00 pm
1 i 30 pm
10 CO prn_
9:00 pm

Samuelson Union
SUB Fountain Room
Hes1dence Halls
Hertz Recital Hall
McConnell Tower
Nicholson
SUB Fountain Room
SUB Theatre

Spring WareFair 1986
Parents Weekerni Hey1strat1on
Banner Conte~.t
Jazz Festival
Dinner Theatre
Spiash Bash Swim Meet
President's Reception
Parents Weekend Dance

s

M~Y

10:00 am
1:00 pm

9:00
9:00
9:30
11 :30
1:00
2:0'1
6:30
8:00

12:30 pm
4:00 pm

12 noon
5:00 pm
5:00 pm
1:30 pm
4:00 pm
3:00 pm
10:00 pm
11 :00 pm

Parents Weekend Registration
Spring WareFa1r 1986
Jazz Festival
Barbeque and Entertainment
River Float
Residence Hall Open House
Dinner Theatre
Doc Severinsen with CWU Jazz
Band and .Choir

SUB Fountain Room
Samuelson Union
Hertz Recital Hall
Barto Hall Lawn
Hertz Parking Lot
McConnell Tower
Nicholson

; I J ... ~ S.' I ~
~

II

am
am
am
am
pm
pm
pm
pm

Mother's Day Brunch
River Float

Registration for Parents Weekend 1986 will take place in
the SUB Cafeteria at the following times:
Fridpy, May 9: 3:00 pm - 8:00 pm
Saturday, May 10: 9:00 am - 12:00 noon
You will receive a registration packet which includes
specific information about Parents Weekend and your
name tag which will serve as your entrance ticket to a!I
free events.

...

SUB Cafeterias
Hertz Parking Lot

If you are unable to register at these noted times, you
may pick up your packet at the SUB Information Booth
until 10:00 pm on Friday and Saturday nights.
We look forward to seeing you in May ... "and all that
jazz!"
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,Hussong· s · ----~-----__;__--~~-Continued from page 21
Noste - before The Peanuts
could end the nightmare inning
on a Kevin Stockdale gro~nd out.
In the bottom half of the
opening frame, The Peanuts
scored three runs to cut their
deficit in half.
Lead-off hitter Brian Hull, who
went 3-for-3 on the: day, opened
with a single up the middle.
Hussongs pitcl:ler . Tad Mick
. walked Peanuts pitcher Jay
Sampson to put runners on · first
and second, then Chris Skinner

hit a double to .left to bring in
their first two runs.
Skinner reached home on a
single by Kevin Reil to close the
·g ap to 6-3 after one inning.
The second inning was quiet
for both teams, as the Hussongs
went three up, three down and
The Peanuts went out on three
deep flies.
The Hussongs came back in the
third to add two runs to their
lead.
After Ken Axelson walked,
Mike Erickson hit a flying
bouncer to left-center. The fielder
tried to barehand the ball but
couldn't, and Brian Thomas

·Gol.f . . .;. .;. ___ _ _ _ _ _

followed with an RBI sacrfice fly
to send in two runs.
The second run came on a
sacrifice fly, as the Peanuts
overthrew third base. Erickson
came in and the Hussongs were
up 8-3 after three.
It wasn't over for The Peanuts,
though.
_
After a scoreless third inning,
they came back in ·the fourth on
an incredible two-out rally.
With only 10 minutes left in the
game, The Peanuts' Dan Boulard
reached base on a two-out double
that ~as quickly followed by a
two-run triple by Ch'~d Lauinger.
The Peanuts kept the

comeback going with four
straight singles to give them a 9-8
lead after four innings.
With their hopes revived, The
Peanuts only needed three more
outs for the ·win.
· Then came Fredrickson's blast
to left and The Peanuts found
themselves down once more
10-9.
Things looked good in the last
frame of the game when The
Peanuts reached base on an error
by the Hussong's first baseman.
They couldn't get any further
though, as the next three batters
grounded out.
Next week's intramural action
will feature a co-ed and men's
doubleheader.

___;.__-----~_
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..___-HELP WANTED----

~osauns9ard's :
~ Busine$SCenter )[j
_9_~450U

Corner of 5th & Pine

Part time and Full time
Must be here through the _s ummer

of Ellensburg

SPRINGISHERE~WE'RE

''SPRING CLEANING''
SPECIAL VALUES
IN SHOES,
APPAREL II'
ACCESSORIES

400N.Pearl
Ellensburg
925-223U

'

·~~

·.·

Bouquets ,
925-4149

313 N. Pearl

RAKET 'S BREAKFAST and LUNCH
962-2099
DELI SHOP
403N.MAIN
Daily Lunch Specials

Mon.-Fri. 7amto4:30pm

1304 Canyon Road

925-6101

·' ~

s3noon · .· .

Fresh Salad Bar
Prepared Daily

Interviews Monday
through Thursday
2:30 - 4:30

.

···· .and · ·;···· ·~ ,:·:.

p~y in ~one other
touri:tamenf tn. between ibe 'UPS

cwu

.

Homemade
Soups
Homemade
Bread

Sat. 9am to 4:30pm

Homemade
Biscuit
Sandwiches

Biscuits and Gravy ·

ROCK'N ROLL
BEST WESTERN ELLENSBURG INN

APRIL 1.5-26
NASH BAND
APRIL 29-MA Y 10 BACK STREET
MAY12-17
THE EMERALDS
. MAY20-31

BOYS WILL BE BOYS ...~tt
co~~

_17QO ca.nvon Rd. . 925·9801

1'i~~ttG~
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Letters
Continued from page 2
· spilling its contents - which
included hot tea - in my lap.
And what about the cleaning
person who comes in the
bathroom to clean while I'm in a
difficult position to try and
defend myself from attack? Still
laughing, huh? Well just ask the
people in Kamola Hall how I
saved them from a bomb last
week.
I was in the bathroom ·at the
usual time, early afternoon, when
the hit lady ·came in again - you
should know that I've been on the
lookout for terrorists sent by
Central's controlling elite. After
she closed the door I heard a
grunt and I looked up just in time
to see a toilet roll 'come over the
door. I knew what was inside and
I managed to get it out the
window before it unravelled.
Luckily it was a dud. Need more?
My intelligence sources
intercepted an encoded message
from the board of directors to the
budget office. I feel it is my
responsibility to alert my people
on_ campus about the nature of
the message.
The administration has
outlined a harsh plan of economic
sanctions against the students.
In order to generate more
revenue, students living in the
dorms will find the following
changes next year: No carpet in

rooms, students must supply
their own.
Curtains . will be
provided but the student must
pay a rental fee of $1.50 per
square inch; there is a 100 inch
minimum. No desks, but beds
may be rented at a fee of $10 per
day. Bathroom stalls will have
dqors that extend from the floor
to the ceiling, 75 cents to enter.
Flushes will cost 50 cents, coins
must be inserted in the handle
before flushing. Those trying to
flush without paying will be
subjected to the contents of the
bowl being expelled in every
direction. A $150 clean-up fee
will be assessed. Showers will
cost $2 a minute for cold water
and $4 for lukewarm. Soap must
be placed in the holders provided,
25 cents per placement. You .
must use the towels provided by
the bathroom guard (an LGA
fallen from glory)~ Towels will
cost 65 cents per square inch, no
!Ilinimum. Also assessed at the
bathroom is an entrance fee of$5:
a cover charge of $6, and an exit
fee of $2.
And if that is not bad enough,
students must convert any extra
money from financial aid to
Central script. The script can
only be used in the Universisty
Store. Oh, by the way, it will cost
$10 to enter the store and ...
Scott F. Slater
Kamola Hall

SPEND YOUR SUMMER AT CAMP Flying Horseshoe Ranch is hiring
Wranglers, Boy's Counselors, Cook's
Assistant and WSI Counselor. Work
w/boys & girls at private camp.
Horseback riding, pool, Tipi camping,
archery, arts & crafts, etc. Excellent
experience for Education, P.E. or Leisure
Service majors. Salary plus rm & board
for 11 wks. 25 mi. NW of Ellensburg. Call
Penny Blackburn 1-674-2366.

HELP WANTED Full and part time scheduling for nursing
aids, day and evening shifts. Training
provided EOE. Goldleaf Convalescent
Home, 925-4171.

HELP WANTED Part time and full time. Must be here
through the summer. Interviews
Monday through Thursday 2:30-4:30,
McDonalds.
SUMMER CAMP JOBS June 26-Aug. 10 or 17, 1986. Co-ed, on
Lake Wenatchee. 1-800-548-8884.
SUMMER EMPLOYMENT June 26-Aug. 17, 1986. Assistant Camp
Director. Camp program experience, at
least 21 years old, on Lake Wenatchee,
Camp Fire.
For application and
information: 1-800-648-8884.
WANTEDNew or used Alpine or Kenwood car
stereo, with or without speakers. $250
range. Call eves. 963-2846.

Do you have a hand-made craft. you
would like to sell? Contact the Warefair
office for details. 963-1611.
NEED A RIDE HOME?
I commute every weekend to Brinnon. I
can stop in Seattle, Tacoma, Olympia,
Shelton, Bremerton, etc. Call 962-1633
for more information or leave message at
962·6455. Also wanted, 1984 Camero
Z-28 wheels, louvers, and radar detector,
and 1985 Nissan 200 SX wheels.
SPECIAL STUDENT RATESRound trip to Tokyo- $640. Prices are
due to rise, make reservations now. Call
Fujiko, (206) 696-97 40 . .
Discount Coupons for May 26 "Central
Night with the Mariners" available University Recreations -Alumni Office.
Barge 310. Deadline May 16.
1975 Honda CL 360. Licensed until 1987.
Rack and back rest, helmet included,
street bike which also performs great on
trails. $335/offer. 926-1206.

TYPING/WORD PROCESSING LOW RATES
LICENSED
PROFESSIONAL. Mail-out, Reports,
Term Projects, Resumes, Theses. Copy
service and spiral report binding service
tool SECRETARIAL SERVICES Ltd.
"The Sign of the Swan" 962-6378.
EXPERIENCED TYPIST Reasonable, fast, accurate, nothing too
large, small, or difficult.
Resume
specialist. Bookmark Services, across
from post office.
Call 962-6609 or
968-3228.

LaserWriter
The revolutionary technology of the Macintosh personal
computer and the LaserWriter printer lets you explore a
world once reserved for professional typographers and
graphic designers. You can combine text with graphics in
Macintosh applications and use the LaserWriter to create
high-resolution printed copy that's so good it can serve as a
master for making copies and transparencies or for instant
printing.

DEMONSTRATIO.N
The Apple LaserWriter will be demonstrated from 9:00 to
11:00 on Wednesday, April 30th in The University Store.
Graduating seniors: Just a reminder that this is your last
chance to purchase your personal computer at student
discount prices.

1.0

Apple Talk

